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No Magazine

I has excelled this in literary quality

I during the past year.
* It has published

STORIES BY
A. Conati Doyle Elizabeth S. Phelps
Sarah O. Jewett Ik Marvel
Frank R. Stockton Mary C. WUklns
Amelia C Barr Eugene Field

Gilbert Parker Rudyard Kipling

Stanley J. Weyman Max Pemberton
Brander Matthews Beatrice Harraden
Stephen Crane S. R. Crockett
Harriet P. Spofford Mrs. Burton Harrison

R. H. Stoddard Margaret Deland
E. C. Stedman Hamlin Garland
Anthony Hope H. G. Wells
William Le Queux Anna K. Green

And many other leading^ writers.

POEMS BY
Rudyard Kipling Robert W. Chambers
Julia Ward Howe Eugene Field

Charles Kelsey Gaines Madeline S. Bridges
Sir Edwin Arnold

THIS STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE WILL BE MAINTAINED. I
P

The new volume will begin with the Novem- ^
ber number. $i.oo per year. |

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE ! |
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Six to One.
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STATISTICS OF ALL THE LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANIES SHOW THAT SIX POLICY

HOLDERS LAPSE TO ONE THAT DIES.

EVERY GOOD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY PAYS

ITS DEATH LOSSES PROMPTLY, BUT THERE IS

A VAST DIFFERENCE IN THE SETTLEMENTS
(IF ANY) MADE BY THE DIFFERENT COMPANIES

FOR LAPSED OR SURRENDERED POLICIES. IT

IS IMPORTANT FOR YOU THAT THE FULL SUR-

RENDER PRIVILEGES, BOTH IN ''CASH" AND IN

"PAID-UP" INSURANCE, SHOULD BE PLAINLY

STATED BEFOREHAND, BY ENDORSEMENT ON

THE POLICY.

THIS IS ONLY ONE OF THE IMPORTANT

FEATURES OF THE FAMOUS NON-FORFEITURE

LAWS OF MASSACHUSETTS. THERE ARE OTHER

FEATURES JUST AS IMPORTANT. SEND FOR

SPECIMEN POLICY AND COPY OF THE LAW.

t^ t^ t<9*

THE BERKSHIRE LIFE INSURANCE CO.,

OF PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.

WM. R. PLUHKETT, =z^~. J*MES W. HULL,
- - CHARTERED 1851 - " j, . , ^

President. Sec^ and Treas.

GEO. W. ENGLISH, Manager. New York and New Jersey

253 Broadway, New York. state Agencies.

F/ease Mention THE POCKE T MA GA ZINE,



CTONE & KIMBALL'S SUCCESSFUL

FICTION

The Book of the Year,

The Damnation of Theron Ware
By Harold Frederic.

Galloping Dick'^
By H. G. Marriott Watson.

When Valmond Came to Pontiac

An Adventurer of the North

A Romany of the Snows

Pierre and His People
By Gilbert Parker.

The Island of Doctor Moreau
By H. G. Wells.

In a Dike Shanty
.

By Maria Louise Pool.

W. v.: Her Book

The Invisible Playmate
By Wm. Canton,

Nota Bene: As we are now making up a new mailing list, those

desiring our future catalogues and announcements will kindly

communicate with us at once.

STONE & KIMBALL,

NEW YORK,

Please Metition THE POCKET MAGAZINE.



NEW AND NOTEWORTHY FICTION,

KATE C^
^^^ Maclaren, author of " Beside the Bonnie Brier

Bush." With 50 illustrations by F. C. Gordon. i2mo,

Ian Macla^ren°s first long novel. The scene is '' Drumtochty.'' an^

many of the characters in " Beside the Bonnie Bner Bush and In the

Days of Auld Lang Syne " reappear in its pages. It tells the story of

a strong and simple love.

A PURlTAN^S WIFE
, .h * ,cBy Max Pemberton. i2mo, cloth, $1.25. . • -^ • •

This new novel by the author of '' An Impregnable City and 1 he

Little Huguenot " will meet with a warm reception.

TALES OF OUR COAST
By S R. Crockett and others. With 13 full-page illus-

trations by Frank Brangwyn. i2mo, cloth, $1.25.

A collection of sea stories by such well-known authors as b. K.

Crockett Gilbert Parker, Harold Frederic and W. Clark Russell.

THE GREEN GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE
By Jane H. Findlater. i2mo, cloth, $1.25 . . . .

A singularly original, clever and beautiful story of Scotland Ihe

tale is of the seventies of last century, and the small group of charac-

ters, each drawn with the most delicate truth to life, stand out with

extraordinary vividness against a very distinct background.

CHARITY CHANCE _,^ ^ ^ .

By W^alter Raymond, author of "Love and Quiet

Life," etc. i2mo, cloth, $1.25

Mr Ravmond's beautiful work has at last received the recognition

which it'deserves. at least in his own country, where Gentleman

Upcott's Daughter" has met with the most hearty appreciation.

A CROWN OF STRAW
^ ^ ^By Allen Upward. i2mo, cloth, $1.25. . . . . . .

This is in many respects, a remarkable story. The crown of straw

is the crown of the King of Wurtemburg, and through the whole story,

which is one of courts and kings, there runs a delicate and noble tale

A KNIGHT OF THE NETS
By Amelia E. Barr. Cloth, i2mo, $1.25. . . . . .

In this story Mrs. Barr returns to sailors and sailor life in which slie

is so much at home. It is a story of the North Sea.

CAPTAIN SHANNON ...... ^ ^„ ,

By Coulson Kernahan, author of "A Dead Mans
Diary," "A Book of Strange Sins," "God and the

Ant, "'etc. i2mo, cloth, $1,25 • • •

A detective story of absorbing interest, but having withal a fine

literary quality, which is unusual in works of this character.

STORY OF HANNAH
By W^. J. Dawson, author of "The Redemption ot

Edward Strahan " and " London Idylls." i2mo, illus-

trated, $1.50,

Send for complete and descriptive list of our nezv and
forthcoming books.

DODD,MEAD & CO., 5th Ave. & 2Ui St., N.Y.

Please Mention THE POCKET MAGAZINE.



REVENGE!
By Robert Barr^

author of

'^A Woman Intervenes/' ''In the Midst of Alarms/'

** The Face and the Mask/' Etc,

A collection of short stories, for which Mr. Barr is so

famous. The motive of each story is revenge, and the

different tales are niai'ked by wonderful fertility of plot

and a7'e all of absorbing interest.

"Mr. Barr has been pronounced by Dr. A. Conan Doyle
' the coming short story writer.' Mr. Barr has come

already, and as a short story writer he has won a reputa-

tion second to none."

—

Boston Home Journal.

" Mr. Barr is certainly one of the best living short story

7vriters, and his ability, humor, fecundity, dramatic insight

and knowledge of men and things seem to be improving as'

the days go by''—Detroit Tribune.

With eight full-page illustrations. i2mo. Taste- i

fully stamped with silver and colors, . . $1.25/

e^ t^ «,5* /

For Sale by all Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid by

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 & 29, West 23rd Street, New York.

Please Mention THE POCKET MAGAZINE.



SPECIMEN ILLUSTRATION FROM

REVENGE!
By ROBERT BARR

WIPING ITS BI,ADE ON THE CI-OTHES OF THE PROSTRATE MAN.



ROBERT BARR'S STORffiS.
The novels of Robert Barr are ahvays interesting. He

is a born story-teller j his books are full of incident and

overflowing with humors

One of the most original books by Mr. Barr is

^T^ ^^ ^^

FROM WHOSE BOURNE,
which has just been published. It is a fresh and

unhackneyed detective story of an entirely unique

character.

The heroine is a widow who has been accused of

murderingf her husband* The hero is a youngf news-

paper man who undertakes to prove her innocence,

and Mr. Barr bringfs in the dwellers in the other worlds

including: the shade of the g^reat detective Vidocq, in

tellingf the story.

Tall J 6 mo», colored buckram^ silver stamping, silver top, illus-

trated, 75 cents.

Pitblished in the same series, and at the satne pi-ice are Mr. Barr^s

popular books :

IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
THE FACE AND THE MASK.

Another interesti?ig ivork by the same author is

A WOMAN INTERVENES.

This is now in its third edition, although published

only in March, and is one of the successes of the year*

J2 mo., linen, stamped with colored inks and silver. Profusely

illustrated, $J.25.

e^^* ^^ t^^

For Sale by all Booksellers^ or Sent Postpaid ly

FREDERICK A* STOKES COMPANY, Publishers*

27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York.

Please Mention THE POCKET MAGAZINE.



THE BEST FICTION

At Trifling Cost.

pVERY NEW subscriber to THE POCKET
1^^ MAGAZINE who fills out this blank and

returns it to us with one dollar will receive, free of

charge, the six numbers of the magazine preceding

that with which the subscriber begins.

Each fiumber is complete in itself^ and no

magazine published has a more distinguished list of

contributors.

Frederick A. Stokes Company,

27 and 29, West 23d St., New York.

Inclosed find one dollar, for which please

send me "The Pocket Magazine,"/?^ one year, begin-

ningwith the number.

Name

Address -



A FULL CONFESSION.
Another volume in the popular NEWPORT SERIES, by an

anonymous author.

A delightful love story, describing the adventures of a young
English girl who elopes from a French convent, and becomes
separated by an accident from her husband a few hours after

their marriage. Her efforts to find him not succeeding, she
attempts to earn her own living on the stage and has some
surprising experiences.

i6mo, with frontispiece, basket cloth, stamped in a

dainty tulip design in silver and red ink, . . 75 cts.

The other volumes published in the same series and at the same
price are

:

A WOMAN WITH A FUTURE.
By Mrs. Andrew Dean.

A witty and entertaining story by the author of " The Grass-
hoppers."

" Mrs. Andrexv Dean is one of the most brilliant satirists of the

day.'''—London Athena:i>n.
" Her pages have a taste and flavor to them that remains on the

palate long after their relishful perusal."

—

Boston Courier.

ONE DAY^S COURTSHIR
By Robert Barr.

A delightful little romance, told in Mr. Barr's inimitable style.

" Treated with Mr. Barr^s characteristic Immor and vivacity.''''—
Baltimore News.

" One of Mr. Barr's cleverest and most sparkling stories."

—

Detroit
Free Press.

A MASTER OF FORTUNE.
By Julian Sturgis.

Author of " John-a-Dreams," "A Comedy of a Country
House," etc.

" The story is skillfully told, its action is rapid, and its strong in-

terest never flags.''''
—Boston Home Journal.

"An interesting story well told."

—

Chicago Bookseller.

^^ %^ %^

Ftrr Sale by all Booksellers^ or Sent Postpaid by

FREDERICK A, STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 & 29, West 23rd Street, New York.

Please Mention THE POCKET MAGAZINE.
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A FULL CONFESSION

I SANG THE SECOND VERSE.



} Fairy Tales

^
Far and Near,

} By Q, (A, T, Quiller-Couch),

f ''The Three Robes of Wonder/' '''The Valiant Tailor/'

f '' Carnation, White and Black/' '' Heart of Hare/' ** Prince Hatt

Sunder the Earth/' ''Blue Beard/' "The Boliawns/' "The Goose

i Girl/' " Little Chicken Cluck," " Teeny Tiny/'

r Re-told in the charming style of this distinguished author.

With numerous original illustrations by

H. R, Millar.

I A^ol., i2mo. Richly stamped in gold and ink. Full

Gilt Edges, $1.50

t^^ f^^ t^^

The Village of Youth
And Other Fairy Tales.

By Bessie Hatton.

New fairy stories of great merit, with numerous exquisite

illustrations by

W. H. Margfetson.

I Vol., 4to. Beautifully decorated in gold, white and
black, .... .... $1.50

«^ «i5*' t^

For Sale hv all Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid hy

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 and 29, West 23d Street, New York.

Please Mention THE POCKET MAGAZINE.
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FAIRY TALES
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I
HE QUILTING BEE
AND OTHER RHYMES BY
JOHN LANGDON HEATON

Literary Editor " The New York Recorder^

The first part of this dainty little volume is devoted to dialect

poems, some of which have been compared with those of James

Whitcomb Riley. Another section is headed, " The Patter of

Park Row."

The typogfi-aphy of the book is unusual and at-

tractive*

) T IS FILLED WITH ORNAMENTAL
INITIALS, AND HAS RECEIVED
ORIGINAL TREATMENT IN

BOTH PRINTING AND BINDING.

I Vol., i6mo.

Patchwork " binding, with copy of an old-fashioned

quilt " square " in many colors on white cover.

Gilt top. Boxed,

"Old Madrid " bindino-, blue and gold. Gilt top,

" Tulip " binding, white and gold. Gilt top,

" Orchid " binding, half white cloth, fancy sides. Gilt

$1.25

1.00

1.00

top,

^^^ 9^^ 9^^

For Sale hy all Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid by

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 and 29, West 23fd Street, New York.

Please Mention THE POCKET MAGAZINE.
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The ViUage of Youth
By BESSIE HATTON

St^'|A.



The Heart of Princess Osra

By ANTHONY HOPE
Author of ''The Prisoner of Zenda,^ ''The Dolly

Dialogfues/^ etc*

^^^ 5^* C^* ^* Ci^* C^* 5^* ^^ ?^* ^7^

THE SCENE OF THIS

REMARKABLE STORY IS

THE SAME AS THAT OF
''THE PRISONER OF ZEN-

DA ''-RURITANIA, THE
^ HEROINE IS A CHARM-
ING PREDECESSOR OF ^
FLAVIA, WHO IS DEPICT-

ED AS OF MARVELOUS
BEAUTY, WIT, AND ^ S
SPIRIT. ^ ^ S ^ ^ S ^
C^ C^ €^ t^ t^ f^ ?^* Ci?* ^» ^^

She has suitors innumerable, and the story of her adventures

has in it much of the dash of ** The Prisoner of Zenda/^ and is

unquestionably the best work from this talented author's pen since

the publication of the latter.

With luimerotis excellent full-page ilhcstrations by

H. C. EDWARDS.

One volume, i2mo, Yellow Holliston, or Antique Linen,

attractively stamped in gold, silver and colors, $1.50.

e^*' t^^ «^*

For Sale hj' all Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid hf

FREDERICK A STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 and 29, West 23d Street, New York.
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The Heart of Princess Osra

By ANTHONY HOPE



:5:SOME NEW FICTIOR:^:

LOVE IN OLD CLOATHES,
AND OTHER STORIES

By H. C. Bunner. W^ith 12 full-page illustrations by A. Cas-

taigne, W. T. Smedley, and Orson Lowell. lamo, $1,50.

This volume of stories by Mr. Bunner, collected under the title of
one which his readers will remember affectionately, is marked
throughout by the qualities which have endeared this master of the
short story to so large a circle. The volume brings into permanent
form some of the best things he ever wrote.

Just Published : Jersey Street and Jersey Lane. Urban
and Suburban Sketches. By H. C. Bunner. Illustrated by
A. B. Frost, Irving R. Wiles, and others. i2mo, $1.25.

A TRAGIC IDYL
By Paul Bourget. i2mo, $1.50.

The theme of M. Bourget's new novel is the warfare between love
and friendship. It is an elaborate social study as well as a novel of
absorbing interest, distinguished by the author's well-known analytic
power and individual style. The opening scene is in the famous
gambling Casino of Monte Carlo, and the reader is introduced at once
to the cosmopolitan society which M. Bourget knows so well how to

depict.

Fifth Edition. Outre-Mer. Impressions of America.
By Paul Bourget. i2mo, $1.75.

NEW BOOKS BY EUGENE FIELD,
Each i2mo, $1.25.

Songs and Other Verse. Second Book of Tales.

These two new volumes are made up of a selection of the best of
Mr. Field's verses and tales remaining unpublished in book form at
the time of his death, and contain some of his most charming work.
A new edition of "The Holy Cross, and Other Tales" is also now
issued, containing ftve additional ta,les.

Previous Volutnes : A Little Book of Western Verse. Second
Book of Verse. A Little Book of Profitable Tales. The House.
The Love Affairs of a Bibliomaniac. The 8 volumes in a box,
$10.00.

With Trumpet and Drum. Love Songs of Childhood. Each,
$1.00. Echoes from the Sabine Farm, $2.00.

CHARLES SCRIBNER^S SONS, Publishers,

153-157 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Please Mention THE POCKET MAGAZINE.
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Home Remedy Without Medicine.

Holland Patent, N, Y., Oct 8, 1894.

Gentlemen : Nearly four months ago I bought an Electropoise

of you. I had so little faith in it that I kept it a profound secret. I

used it faithfully, following directions carefully. I now wish to say

that I have been KSU E O 1^ ikfl ^!^ benefited more than

I deemed possible
«^"S**fiw«'^Si©l«1

^^ ^y j^ost extrava-

gant dreams. My dis- fV^EI^TV ease was rheumatism of

over twenty years' stand- ing, commencing grad-

ually and growing worse V^ARS from year to year. During
the last year it had advanced ^g. ^ very rapidly ; my joints were
stiff and sore ; my hands were numb ; it became difficult to

raise my feet from E|,^©f°^@PQI3E! *^® floor; I was
never free from pain; a good
night's sleep was "the ex- CU R EID ception and not the rule."

To-day I can go up and down « —. -^ stairs as easily as I could

thirty years ago ; can walk " SSi ff* with ease ; the numbness and
soreness has gone from my hands and I sleep well I sometimes feel

twinges of pain and realize that my old enemy is not entirely routed,

but I am reasonably sure that I shall be cured in time.

Yours truly, MRS. HELEN M. POTTER.

«6 How ?Often Cures Cases
Pronounced

"Incurable"
PREE by mail a booklet telling all about the Electropoise with 250 letters like above,

Electrolibration Co., 1122 Broadway,
New York,

By its new method of introduc-
ing oxygen directly into the
entire circulation.

Please Mention THE POCKET MAGAZINE.



THE
THREE CORRESPONDENTS.

An Incident af the Soudan Campaign,

By A. Conan Doyle.

There was only one little feathery

clump of dom palms in all that great

wilderness of black hocks and orange

sand. It stood high on the bank, and

below it the brown Nile swirled swiftly

towards the Ambigole cataract, fitting

a little frill of foam round each of the

bowlders which studded its surface.

Above, out of a naked blue sky, the

sun was beating down upon the sand,

and up again from the sand under the

brims of the pith hats of the horsemen

with the scorching glare of a blast fur-

nace. It had risen so high that the

shadows of the horses were no larger

than themselves.

Copyright, 1896, by A. Conan Doyle,



2 THE THREE CORRESPONDENTS.

'' Whew !
" cried Mortimer, mopping

his forehead, ** you'd pay five shillings

for this at the hummiims."

''Precisely," said Scott. "But you

are not asked to ride twenty miles in a

Turkish bath with a field-glass and a

revolver, and a water-bottle and a

whole Christmas treeful of things

dangling from you. The hothouse at

Kew Is excellent as a conservatory, but

not adapted for exhibitions upon the

horizontal bar. I vote for a camp in

the palm grove and a halt until even-

ina."

Mortimer rose on his stirrups and

looked hard to the southward. Every-

where were the same black burned

rocks and deep orange sand. At one

spot only an intermittent line appeared

to have been cut through the rugged

spurs which ran down to the river. It

was the bed of the old railway, long

destroyed by the Arabs, but now in

process of reconstruction by the ad-

vancing Egyptians. There was no
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Other sign of man's handiwork in all

that desolate scene.

'* It's palm-trees or nothing," said

Scott.

"Well, I suppose we must ;
and yet

I grudge every hour until we reach the

force up. What would our editors say

if we were late for the action ?
"

*' My dear chap, an old bird like you

doesn't need to be told that no sane

modern general would ever attack un-

til the press is up."

'' You don't mean that ?" said young

Anerley. " I thought we were looked

upon as an unmitigated nuisance."

''
' Newspaper correspondents and

traveling gentlemen, and all that tribe

of useless drones' —being an extract

from Lord Wolseley's * Soldier's Pocket-

Book,' " cried Scott. " We know all

about that, Anerley "—and he winked

behind his blue spectacles. '' If there

w^ere going to be a battle we should

very soon have an escort of cavalry to

hurry us up. I've been in fifteen, and I



4 THE THREE CORRESPONDENTS.

never saw one where they had not

arranged for a reporter's table."

" That's very well ; but the enemy
may be less considerate," said Morti-

mer.

" They are not strong enough to

force a battle."

'' A skirmish, then ?
"

*' Much more likely to be a raid upon

the rear. In that case we are just

where we should be."

** So we are ! What a score over

Renter's man up with the advance !

Well, we'll outspan and have our tiffin

under the palms."

There were three of them, and they

stood for three great London dailies.

Reuter was thirty miles ahead ; two

evening pennies upon camels were

twenty miles behind. And among
them they represented the eyes and the

ears of the public—the great silent

millions and millions who had paid for

everything and who waited patiently to

know the result of their outlay.



THE THREE CORRESPONDENTS S

They were remarkable men, these

body-servants of the press ; two of them

already veterans In the camps, the other

setting out upon his first campaign, and

full of deference for his famous com-

rades.

This first one, who had just dis-

mounted from his bay polo-pony, was

Mortimer, of the Intelligence—tall,

straight and hawk-faced, with kharki

tunic and riding breeches, drab putties^

a scarlet cummerbund, and a skin

tanned to the red of a Scotch fir by sun

and wind, and mottled by the mosquito

and the sand fly. The other—small,

quick, mercurial, with blue-black curl-

ing beard and hair, a fly switch for-

ever flicklne in his left hand—was

Scott, of the Courier, who had come
through more dangers and brought off

more brilliant scoops than any man in

the profession, save the eminent

Chandler, now no longer in a condition

to take the field. They were a singu-

lar contrast, Mortimer and Scott, and it



6 THE THREE CORRESPONDENTS.

was in their differences that the secret

of their close friendship lay. Each
dovetailed into the other. The
strength of each was in the other's

weakness. Together they formed a

perfect unit. Mortimer was Saxon

—

slow, conscientious and deliberate

;

Scott was Celtic—quick, happy-go-

lucky and brilliant. Mortimer was the

more solid, Scott the more attractive.

Mortimer was the deeper thinker, Scott

the brighter talker. By a curious

coincidence, though each had seen much
of warfare, their campaigns had never

coincided. Together they covered all

recent military history. Scott had

done Plevna, the Shipka, the Zulus,

Egypt, Suakim; Mortimer had seen

the Boer war, the Chilian, the Bulgarian

and Servian, the Gordon relief, the

Indian frontier, Brazilian rebellion and

Madagascar. This intimate personal

knowledge gave a peculiar flavor to

their talk. There was none of the

secondhand surmise and conjecture
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which forms so much of our conversa-

tion ; it was all concrete and final.

The speaker had been there, had seen

it, and there was an end to it.

In spite of their friendship there was

the keenest professional rivalry between

the two men. Either would have

sacrificed himself to help his compan-

ion, but either would also have sacri-

ficed his companion to help his paper.

Never did a jockey yearn for a winning

mount as keenly as each of them

longed to have a full column in a

morning edition whilst every other

daily was blank. They were perfectly

frank about the matter. Each pro-

fessed himself ready to steal a march

on his neighbor, and each recognized

that the other's duty to his employer

was far higher than any personal con-

sideration.

The third man was Anerley, of the

Gazette—young, inexperienced and

rather simple-looking. He had a droop

of the lip which some of his more intl-
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mate friends regarded as a libel upom
his character, and his eyes were so slow

and so sleepy that they suggested an

affectation. A leaning toward soldier-

ing had sent him twice to autumn ma-

neuvers, and a touch of color in his

descriptions had induced the proprietors

®f the Gazette to give him a trial as a war

special. There was a pleasing diffidence

about his bearing which recommended
him to his experienced companions,

and if they had a smile sometimes

at his guileless ways, it was sooth-

ing to them to have a comrade from

whom nothing was to be feared. From
the day that they left the telegraph

wire behind them at Sarras, the man
who was mounted upon a 15-guinea 34
Syrian was delivered over into the

hands of the owners of the two fastest

polo-ponies that ever shot down the

Ghezireh ground.

The three had dismounted and led

their beasts under the welcome shade.

In the brassy yellow glare every branch
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above threw so black and solid a

shadow that the men involuntarily

raised their feet to step over them.

'* The palm makes an excellent hat-

rack," said Scott, slinging his revolver

and his water-bottle over the little up-

ward-pointing pegs which bristled from

the trunk. '' As a shade tree, however,

it isn't an unqualified success. Curious

that in the universal adaption of means

to ends something a little less flimsy

could not have been devised for the

tropics."

" Like the banyan in India."

''Or the fine hard-wood trees in

Ashantee, where a whole ^^regiment

could picnic under the shade."

" The teak-tree isn't bad in Burmah

'either. By Jove, the baccy has all

come loose in the saddle-bag !
That

loncr-cut mixture smokes rather hot for

this'' climate. How about the baggies,

Anerley ?
"

^^

*' They'll be here in five minutes.'

Down the winding path which curved
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among the rocks the little train of bag-
gage-camels was daintily picking its

way. They came mincing and un-
dulating along, turning their heads
slowly from side to side with the air
of self-conscious women. In front
rode the three Berberee body-servants
upon donkeys, and behind walked the
Arab camel boys. They had been
traveling for nine long hours, ever
since the first rising of the moon, at
the weary camel drag of two and a
half miles an hour, but now they
brightened, both beasts and men, at
the sight of the grove and the riderless
horses. In a few minutes the loads
were unstrapped, the animals tethered,
a fire lighted, fresh water carried up
from the river, and each camel provided
with his own little heap of tibbin laid
in the center of the table-cloth, with-
out which no well-bred Arabian will

condescend to feed. The dazzling
light without, the subdued half-tones
within, the green palm-fronds outlined
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against the deep blue sky, the flitting:

silent-footed Arab servants, the crack-

ling of sticks, the reek of a lighting

fire, the placid supercilious heads of

the camels, they all come back in their

dreams to those who have known

them.

Scott was breaking eggs into a pan

and rolling out a love-song in his rich

deep voice. Anerley, with his head

and two arms buried in a deal packing-,

case, was working his way through

strata of tinned soups, bully beef, pot-

ted chicken and sardines to reach the

jams which lay beneath. The con-

scientious Mortimer, with his notebook

upon his knee, was jotting down what

the railway engineer had told him at

the line end the day before. Suddenly

he raised his eyes and saw the man

himself on his chestnut pony, dipping

and rising over the broken ground.

" Hullo, here's Merryweather !

"

" A pretty lather his pony is in 1

He's had her at that hand gallop for
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hours by the look of her. Hullo,

Merryweather, hullo !

"

The engineer, a small compact man
with a pointed red beard, had made as

though he would ride past their camp
without word or halt. Now he swerved,

and easing his pony down to a canter,

,he headed her towards them.
*' For God's sake, a drink ! " he

croaked. '' My tongue is stuck to the

roof of my mouth."

Mortimer ran with the water-bottle,

Scott with the whisky flask, and Aner-

ley with the tin pannikin. The engi-

neer drank until his breath failed him.

** Well, I must be off," said he, strik-

ing the drops from his red mustache.
** Any news ?"

'' A hitch in the railway construction.

I must see the general. It's the devil

not having a telegraph."

'' Anything we can report ? " Out

came three notebooks.

" I'll tell you after I've seen the gen-

•eral."
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" Any dervishes ?
"

" The usual shaves. Hud-up, Jinny !

Good-by."

With a soft thudding upon the sand

and a clatter among the stones, the

weary pony was off on her journey once

more.
, .,

" Nothing serious, I suppose .-' saia

Mortimer, staring after her.

" Deuced serious," cried Scott. " The

ham and eggs are burned! No-ifsall

right—saved, and done to a turn !
Pull

the box up, Anerley. Come on, Mor-

timer, stow that notebook !
The fork

is mightier than the pen just at present.

What's the matter with you, Anerley ?

"
I was wondering whether what we

have just seen was worth a telegram."

" Well, it's for the proprietors to say

if it's worth it. Sordid money con-

siderations are not for us. We must

wire about something just to justify

our kharki coats and our putties."

" But what is there to say ?
"

Mortimer's long austere face broke
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into a smile over the youngster's inno-

cence.

" It's not quite usual in our profes-

sion to give each other tips," said he.

** However, as my telegram is written,.

I've no objection to your reading it.

You may be sure that I would not show

it to you if it were of the slightest im-

portance."

Anerley took up the slip of paper

and read

:

*' * Merryweather obstacles stop jour-

ney confer general stop nature difficul-

ties later stop rumors dervishes.'"

" This is very condensed," said Aner-

ley, with wrinkled brows.

" Condensed ! " cried Scott. '' Why,
it's sinfully garrulous. If my old man
got a wire like that his language would

crack the lamp shades. I'd cut out

half this; for example, I'd have out

'journey,' and * nature,' and 'rumors.'

But my old man would make a ten-line

paragraph of it for all that."
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-How?"
*' Well, I'll do It myself just to show

you. Lend me that stylo." He scrib-

bled for a minute in his notebook. '* It

works out somewhat on these lines :

" * Mr. Charles H. Merryweather, the

eminent railway engineer, who is at

present engaged In superintending the

construction of the line from Sarras to

the front, has met v/ith considerable

obstacles to the rapid completion of his

important task'—of course the old man
knows who Merryweather Is, and what

he Is about, so the word * obstacles
'

would suggest all that to him. ' He
has to-day been compelled to make a

journey of forty miles to the front In

order to confer with the general upon

the steps which are necessary In order

to facilitate the work. Further par-

ticulars of the exact nature of the diffi-

culties met with will be made public at

a later date. All is quiet upon the

line of communications, though the

usual persistent rumors of the presence

of dervishes In the eastern desert con-

tinue to circulate.—Our Own Corre-

spondent.'
"

\
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" How's that ? " cried Scott, triumph-

antly, and his white teeth gleamed

suddenly through his black beard.

" That's the sort of flapdoodle for the

4ear old public."

'' Will it interest them ?
"

*' Oh, everything interests them.

They want to know all about it ; and

they like to think that there is a man
who is getting a hundred a month sim-

ply in order to tell it to them."
'' It's very kind of you to teach me

all this."

'* Well, it is a little unconventional,

for after all we are here to score over

each other if we can. There are no

more eggs, and you must take it out in

jam. Of course, as Mortimer says,

such a telegram as this is of no impor-

tance one way or another except to

prove to the office that we are in the

Soudan and not at Monte Carlo. But

when it comes to serious work it must

be every man for himself."

'* Is that quite nec'essary ?
"
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'' Why, of course it is."

" I should have thought if three men

were to combine and to share their

news, they would do better than if they

were each "to act for themselves ;
and

they would have a much pleasanter

time of it."

The two older men sat with their

bread and jam in their hands, and an

expression of genuine disgust upon

their faces.

" We are not here to have a pleasant

time," said Mortimer, with a flash

through his glasses. " We are here to

do our best for our papers. How can

they score over each other if we do

not do the same ? If we all combine

we might as well amalgamate with

Renter at once."

" Why, it would take away the whole

glory of the profession," cried Scott.

''At present the smartest man gets his

stuff first on the wires. What induce-

ment is there to be smart if we all

share and share alike ?"
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"And at present the man with the

best equipment has the best chance,"

remarked Mortimer, glancing across at

the shot-silk polo-ponies and the cheap

little Syrian gray. ''That Is the fair

reward of foresight and enterprise.

Every man for himself, and let the

best man win."

'' That's the way to find who the

best man is. Look at Chandler. He
would never have got his chance If he

had not played always off his own bat.

You've heard how he pretended to

break his leg, sent his fellow-corre-

spondent off for the doctor, and so got

a fair start for the telegraph-office."

" Do you mean to say that was legit-

imate ?

"

" Everything Is legitimate. It's your

wits against my wits."

" I should call it dishonorable."

"You may call it what you like.

Chandler's paper got the battle and the

others didn't. It made Chandlers

name."
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'' Or take Westlake," said Mortimer,

cramming the tobacco into his pipe.

'' Hi Abdul, you may have the dishes 1

Westlake brought his stuff down by

pretending to be the government cour-

ier, and using the relays of government

horses. Westlake's paper sold half a

million."

** Is that legitimate also ?
" asked

Anerley, thoughtfully.

" Why not ?"

" Well, it looks a little like horse

stealing and lying."

''Well, I think I should do a little

horse stealing and lying if I could have

a column to myself in a London daily.

What do you say, Scott ?
"

'' Anything short of manslaughter."

'' And I'm not sure that I'd trust you

there."

'' Well, I don't think I should be

guilty of newspaper-man-slaughter.

That I regard as a distinct breach of

professional etiquette. But if any out-

sider comes between a highly charged
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correspondent and an electric wire he

does it at his peril. My dear Anerley,

I tell you frankly that if you are going

to handicap yourself with scruples you

may just as well be in Fleet Street as

in the Soudan. Our life is irregular.

Our work has never been systematized.

No doubt it v/ill be some day, but the

time is not yet. Do what you can and

how you can, and be first on the wires
;

that's my advice to you ; and also that

when next you come upon a campaign

you bring with you the best horse that

money can buy. Mortimer may beat

me or I may beat Mortimer, but at least

Ave know that between us we have the

fastest ponies in the country. We have

neglected no chance."
*'

I am not so certain of that," said

Mortimer, slowly. " You are aware, of

course, that though a horse beats a

camel on twenty miles, a camel beats

a horse on thirty."

'' What ! One of those camels ?
"

cried Anerley, in astonishment.
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The two seniors burst out laughing.

"No no; the real high-bred trot-

ter-the kind of beast the dervishes

ride when they make their lightning

raids."
, „

" Faster than a galloping horse i

'< Well it tires a horse down. It goes

the same gait all the way, and it wants

neither halt nor drink, and it takes

rough ground much better than ahorse.

They used to have long-distance races

at Haifa, and the camel always won at

thirty."
"

Still, we need not reproach our-

selves Scott, for we are not very likely

to have to carry a thirty-mile message.

They will have the field telegraph next

week."

"Quite so. But at the present

moment-
"

"
1 know, my dear chap ; but there is

no motion of urgency before the house.

Load baggies at five o'clock; so you

have just three hours clear. Any sign,

of the evening pennies ?"
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Mortimer swept the northern hori-

zon with his binoculars.

'' Not in sight yet."

" They are quite capable of traveling

during the heat of the day. Just the

sort of thing evening pennies would do.

Take care of your match, Anerley.

These palm groves go up like a pow-

der magazine if you set them alight.

By-by." The two men crawled under

their mosquito nets and sank instantly

into the easy sleep of those whose lives

are spent in the open.

Young Anerley stood with his back

against a palm-tree and his briar be-

tween his lips thinking over the advice

which he had received. After all, they

were the heads of the profession, these

men, and it was not for him, the new-

comer, to reform their methods. If

they served their papers in this fashion

then he must do the same. They had

at least been frank and generous in

teaching him the rules of the game.

If it was good enough for them, it was

good enough for him.
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It was a broiling afternoon, and those

thin frills of foam round the black

glistening necks of the Nile bowlders

looked delightfully cool and alluring.

But it would not be safe to bathe for

some hours to come. The air shim-

mered and vibrated over the baking

stretch of sand and rock. There was

not a breath of wind, and the droning

and piping of the insects incUned one

for sleep. Somewhere above a hoopoe

was calling. Anerley knocked out his

ashes and was turning toward his couch,

when his eye caught something mov-

ing in the desert to the south.

It was a horseman riding towards

them as swiftly as the broken ground

would permit. A messenger from the

army, thought Anerley; and then as

he watched, the sun suddenly struck the

man on the side of the head, and his

chin flamed into gold. There could

not be two horsemen with beards of

such a color. It was Merryweather,

the engineer, and he was returning.
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Wliat on earth was he returning for?

He had been so keen to see the general,

and yet he was coming back with his

mission unaccompHshed. Was it that

his pony was hopelessly foundered ?

It seemed to be moving well. Anerley
picked up Mortimer's binoculars, and a

foam-spattered horse and a weary
koorbash-crackinor man came canterine

up the center of the field. There was
nothing in his appearance to explain

the mystery of his return.

Then as he watched them they

dipped down into a hollow and disap-

peared. He could see that it was one

of those narrow khors which led to the

river, and he waited, glass in hand, for

their immediate reappearance. But

minute passed after minute, and there

was no sign of them. That narrow

gully appeared to have swallowed

them up. And then with a curious

gulp and start he saw a little gray cloud

wreathe itself slowly from among the

rocks and drift in a long, hazy shred
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over the desert. In an instant he had

torn Scott and Mortimer from their

slumbers. .

-Get up, you chaps!" he cried.

-
I beHeve Merryweather has been shot

by dervishes."

-And Renter not here!" cried the

two veterans, exultantly clutching at

their notebooks.
'' Merryweather shot 1

Where? When? How?"

In a few words Anerley explained

what he had seen.

-You heard nothing?"

- Nothing."

-Well, a shot loses itself very easily

among rocks. By George, look at the

buzzards
!

"

Two large brown birds were soaring

in the deep blue heaven. As Scott

spoke they circled down and dropped

into the little khor.

*' That's good enough," said Morti-

mer with his nose between the leaves

of his book. " * Merryweather headed

dervishes stop returned stop shot
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mutilated stop raid communications.'

How's that?"

"You think he was headed off ?

"

" Why else should he return ?
"

"In that case, if they were out in

front of him and others cut him off,

there must be several small raiding

parties."

''
I should judge so."

'' How about the ' mutilated ' ?
"

'' I've fought against Arabs before."

'' Where are you off to ?"

'' Sarras."

" I think I'll race you in," said Scott.

Anerley stared in astonishment at

the absolutely impersonal way in which

these men regarded the situation. In

their zeal for news it had apparently

never struck them that they, their

camp and their servants, were all in

the lion's mouth. But even as they

talked there came the harsh importu-

nate rat-tat-tat of an irregular volley

from among the rocks, and the high

keening whistle of bullets over their
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heads. A palm spray fluttered down

amongst them. At the same instant

the six frightened servants came run-

ning wildly in for protection.

it was the cool-headed Mortimer who

organized the defense, for Scott's Celtic

soul was so aflame at all this '' copy " in

hand and more to come that he was

too exuberantly boisterous for a com-

mander. The other with his spectacles

and his stern face soon had the ser-

vants in hand.

-Tali henna! Egri ! What the

devil are you frightened about ? Put

the camels between the palm trunks.

That's right. Now get the knee-tethers

onthem."" Quies ! Did you never hear

bullets before ? Now put the donkeys

here. Not much—you don't get my

polo-pony to make a zareba with.

Picket the ponies between the grove and

the river out of danger's way. These

fellows seem to fire even higher than

they did in '85."

'•That's got home, anyhow," said
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Scott, as they heard a soft splashing
thud like a stone in a mud-bank.

''Who's hit then?"
'' The brown camel that's chewing

the cud."

As he spoke the creature, its jaws
still working, laid its long neck along
the ground and closed its dark eyes.

'' That shot cost me fifteen pounds,"
said Mortimer, ruefully. " How many
of them do you make ?"

"Four, I think."

"Only four Bezingers at any rate;

there may be some spearsmen."
'' I think not ; it is a little raiding

party of riflemen. By the way, Aner-
iey, you've never been under fire be-

fore, have you ?

"

'' Never," said the young pressman,
who was conscious of a feeling of ner-

vous elation.

'' Love and poverty and war, they are
all experiences necessary to make a
complete life. Pass over the cartridges.

This is a mild baptism that you are uv
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dergoing, for behind these camels you

are as safe as if you were sitting in the

back room of the Authors' Club."

*' As safe, but hardly as comfortable,"

said Scott. " A long glass of hock and

seltzer would be exceedingly accept-

able. But, oh, Mortimer, what a

chance ! Think of the general's feel-

ings when he hears that the first action

of the war has been fought by the

press column. Think of Renter, who

has been stewing at the front for a

week! Think of the evening pennies

just too late for the fun ! By George,

that slug brushed a mosquito off

me !

'' And one of the donkeys is hit."

'^ This is sinful. It will end in our

having to carry our own kits to Khar-

toum."
" Never mind, my boy, it all goes to

make copy. I can see the headlines

—

* Raid on Communications :
'

* Murder

of British Engineer :
'

' Press Column

Attacked.' Won't it be ripping ?
"
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" I wonder what the next line will

be," said Anerley.

"'Our Special Wounded,'" cried

Scott, rolling over on to his back.
*' No harm done," he added, gathering

himself up again ;

'' only a chip off my
knee. This is getting sultry. I con-

fess that the Idea of that back room at

the Authors' Club begins to grow upon
me."

'' I have some diachylon."
*' Afterwards will do. We're having

*a 'appy day with Fuzzy on the rush.'

I wish he would rush."

*' They're coming nearer."

*' This is an excellent revolver of

mine if it didn't throw so devilish hioh.

I always aim at a man's toes if I want

to stimulate his digestion. O Lord,

there's our kettle gone !

"

With a boom like a dinner gong a

Remington bullet had passed through

the kettle and a cloud of steam hissed

up from the fire. A wild shout came

from the rocks above.
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*' The idiots think that they have

blown us up. They'll rush us now as

sure as fate ; then it will be our turn

to lead. Got your revolver, Anerley ?
"

" I have this double-barreled fowl-

ing-piece."

'* Sensible man ! It's the best

weapon in the world at this sort of

rouo-h-and-tumble work. What car-

trido^es ?
"

" Swan-shot."
'' That will do all right. I carry this

big bore double-barreled pistol loaded

with slugs. You might as well try to

stop one of these fellows with a pea-

shooter as with a service revolver."

** There are ways and means," said

Scott. *' The Geneva convention does

not hold south of the first cataract.

It's easy to make a bullet mushroom
by a little manipulation of the tip of it.

When I was in the broken square atT* >j

amai
*' Wait a bit," cried Mortimer, adjust-

ing his glasses. " I think they arc

coming now."
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" The time," said Scott, snapping up

his watch, " being exactly seventeen

minutes past four."

Anerley had been lying behind a

camel staring with an interest which

bordered upon fascination at the rocks

opposite. Here was a little woolly puff

of smoke, and there was another one,

but never once had they caught a

glimpse of the attackers. To him there

was something weird and awesome in

these unseen persistent men who, min-

ute by minute, were drawing closer to

them. He had heard them cry out

when the kettle was broken, and once

immediately afterwards an enormously

strong voice had roared something

v/hich had set Scott shrugging his

shoulders.

"They've got to take us first," said

he, and Anerley thought his nerve

might be better if he did not ask for

a translation.

The firing had begun at a distance

of some hundred yards, which put it
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out of the question for them, with their

lighter weapons, to make any reply to

it. Had their antagonists continued to

keep that range the defenders must

either have made a hopeless sally or

tried to shelter themselves behind their

zareba as best they might on the chance

that the sound might bring up help.

But, luckily for them, the African had

not taken kindly to the rifle, and his

primitive instinct to close with his

enemy is always too strong for his

sense of strategy. They were drawing

in, therefore, and now for the first time

Anerley caught sight of a face looking

at them from over a rock. It was a

huge, virile, strong-jawed head of a

pure negro type, with silver trinkets

gleaming in the ears. The man raised

a great arm from behind the rock and

shook his Remington at them.
'' Shall I fire ? " asked Anerley.

" No, no, it is too far
;
your shot

would scatter all over the place."

" It's a picturesque ruffian," said
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Scott. ** Couldn't you kodak him,

Mortimer ? There's another !

"

A fine-featured brown Arab, with a

black pointed beard, was peeping from

behind another bowlder. He wore the

green turban which proclaimed him

hadji, and his face showed the keen

nervous exaltation of the religious

fanatic.

** They seem a piebald crowd," said

Scott.

'* That last is one of the real fighting

Bao^orara," remarked Mortimer. '* He's

a danorerous man."
<_>

" He looks pretty vicious. There's

another negro !

"

" Two more ! Dingas by the look

of them. Just the same chaps we get

our black battalions from. As lonof as

they get a fight they don't mind who
it's for. But if the idiots had only

sense enough to understand they would

know that the Arab is their hereditary

enemy and we their hereditary friends.

Look at the silly jugglins gnashing his
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teeth at the very men who put down
the slave trade !

"

*' Couldn't you explain?"
'* I'll explain with this pistol when he

comes a little nearer. Now sit tight,

Anerley. They're off !

"

They were, indeed. It was the brown

man with the green turban who headed

the rush. Close to his heels was the

negro with silver earrings—a giant of

a man, and the other two were only a

little behind. As they sprang over the

rocks one after the other it took Aner-

ley back to the school sports when he

held the tape for the hurdle race. It

was magnificent, the wild spirit and

abandon of it, the flutter of the cheq-

uered galabeeahs, the gleam of steel,

the wave of black arms, the frenzied

faces, the quick pitter-patter of the.

rushing feet. The law-abiding Briton

is so imbued with the idea of the sanc-

tity of the human life that it was hard

for the young pressman to realize that

these men had every intention of kill-
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ing him, and that he was at perfect

liberty to do as much for them. He
lay staring as if this were a show and

he a spectator.

" Now, Anerley, now ! Take the

Arab ! " cried somebody.

He put up the gun and saw the

brown fierce face at the other end of

the barrel. He tugged at the trigger,

but the face grew larger and fiercer

with every stride. Again and again

he tugged. A revolver shot rang out

at his elbow, then another one, and he

saw a red spot spring out on the

Arab's brown breast. But he was still

coming on.

*' Shoot, you ass, shoot ! " screamed

Scott.

Again he strained unavailingly at

the trigger. There were two more

pistol shots, and the big negro had

fallen and risen and fallen again.

"Cock it, you fool!" shouted a

furious voice, and at the same instant,^

with a rush and flutter, the Arab
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bounded over the prostrate camel and

came down with his bare eet upon

Anerley's chest. In a dream he seemed

to be struggling frantically with some

one upon the ground, then he was

conscious of a tremendous explosion

in his very face, and so ended for him

the first action of the war.******
" Good-bye, old chap. You'll be all

right. Give yourself time." It was

Mortimer's voice, and he became dimly

conscious of a long spectacled face and

of a heavy hand upon his shoulder.

"Sorry to leave you. We'll be

lucky now if we are in time for the

morning editions." Scott was tighten-

ing his girth as he spoke.

"We'll put in our v/ire that you

have been hurt, so your people will

know why they don't hear from you.

If Reuter or the evening pennies come

up don't give the thing away. Abbas

will look after you, and we'll be^ back

to-morrow afternoon. Bye-bye !

"
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Anerley heard it all, though he did

not feel energy enough to answer.

Then, as he watched two sleek brown

ponies with their yellow-clad riders

dwindling among the rocks, his mem-
ory cleared suddenly and he realized

that the first great journalistic chance

of his life was slipping away from him.

It was a small fight, but it was the first

of the war, and the great public at

home was all athlrst for news. They
would have it in the Courier ; they

would have it In the Intelligence^ and

not a word in the Gazette, The
thought brought him to his feet, though

he had to throw his arm round the

stem of a palm-tree to steady his swim-

ming head.

There was the big black man lying

where he had fallen, his huge chest

pocked with bullet marks, every wound
rosetted with its circle of flies. The
Arab was stretched out within a few

yards of him, with two hands clasped

over the dreadful thing which had been
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his head. Across him was lying Aner-

ley's fowHng-piece, one barrel dis-

charged, the other at half cock.

*' Scott effendi shoot him your gun,"

said a voice. It was Abbas, his Eng-

lish-speaking body-servant.

Anerley groaned at the disgrace of it.

He had lost his head so completely that

he had forgotten to cock his gun ; and

yet he knew that it was not fear but

interest which had so absorbed him.

He put his hand up to his head and

felt that a wet handkerchief was bound

round his forehead.

" Where are the two other der-

vishes ?
"

** They ran away. One got shot in

arm."

" What happened to me ?
"

'* Effendi got cut on head. Effendi

catch bad man by arms and Scott

effendi shoot him. Face burn very

bad."

Anerley became conscious suddenly

that there was a pringling about his
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skin and an overpowering smell of

burned hair under his nostrils. He
put his hand to his mustache. It v/as

gone. His eyebrows, too ? He could

not find them. His head no doubt was

very near to the dervish's when they

were rolling upon the ground together,

and this was the effect of the explosion

of his own gun. Well, he would have

time to grow some more hair before he

saw Fleet Street again. But the cut

perhaps was a more serious matter.

Was it enough to prevent him from

getting to the telegraph office at Sar-

ras ? The only way was to try and see.

But there was only that poor little

Syrian gray of his. There it stood In

the evening sunshine with a sunk head

and a bent knee, as if its morning's

work was still heavy upon it. What
hope was there of being able to do
thirty-five miles of heavy going upon
that ? It would be a strain upon the

splendid ponies of his companions

—

and they were the swiftest and most
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enduring in the country. The most

enduring? There was one creature

more enduring, and that was a real

trotting camel. If he had had one he

might have got to the wires first after

all, for Mortimer had said that over

thirty miles they had the better of any

horse. Yes, if he had only had a real

trotting camel ! And then, like a flash,

came Mortimer's words: '* It is the

kind of beast that the dervishes ride

when they make their lightning raids."

The beasts the dervishes ride ! What

had these dead dervishes ridden? In

an Instant he was clambering up the

rocks, with Abbas protesting at his

heels. Had the two fugitives carried

away all the camels, or had they been

content to save themselves ? The

brass gleam from a litter of empty

Remington cases caught his eye and

showed where the enemy had been

crouching. And then he could have

shouted for joy, for there, in the hollow,

some little distance off, rose the high
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graceful white neck and the elegant

head of such a camel as he had never

set eyes upon before—a swan-like,

beautiful creature, as far from the

rough, clumsy baggies as the cart-horse

is from the racer.

The beast was kneeling under the

shelter of the rocks with its waterskin

and bags of doora slung over its

shoulders, and its forelegs tethered

Arab fashion with a rope round the

knees. Anerley threw his leg over the

front pommel while Abbas slipped off

the cord. Forward flew Anerley

towards the creature's neck, then

violently backwards, clawing madly at

anything which might save him, and

then with a jerk, which nearly snapped

his loins, he was thrown forward again.

But the camel was on his legs now>

and the young pressman was safely

seated upon one of the flyers of the

desert. It was as gentle as it was

swift,, and it stood oscillating its long

neck and gazing round with Its large
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brown eyes, whilst Anerley coiled his

leas round the peg and grasped the

cm-ved camel-stick which Abbas had

handed up to him. There were two

bridle cords, one from the nostrd and

one from the neck, but he remembered

that Scott had said that it was the

servant's and not the house-bell, which

had to be pulled, so he kept his grasp

upon the lower. Then he touched the

loner, vibrating neck with his stick, and

in mi instant Abbas' farewells seemed

to come from far behind him, and the

black rocks and yellow sand were

dancing past on either side.

It was his first experience of a trot-

ting camel, and at first the motion, al-

though irregular and abrupt, was not

unpleasant. Having no stirrup or fixed

point of any kind he could not rise to it,

but he gripped as tightly as he could

with his knee, and he tried to sway

backwards and forwards as he had

seen the Arabs do. It was a large,

very concave Makloofa saddle, and he
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was conscious that he was bouncing-

about on it with as little power of

adhesion as a billiard ball upon a tea

tray. He gripped the two sides with his

hands to hold himself steady. The
creature had got into its long, swinging,

stealthy trot, its sponge-like feet mak-

ing no sound upon the hard sand.

Anerley leaned back with his two hands

gripping hard behind him, and he

whooped the creature on.

The sun had already sunk behind the

line of black volcanic peaks, which look

like huge slag-heads at the mouth of a

mine. The western sky had taken that

lovely light-green and pale-pink tint

which makes evening beautiful upon

the Nile, and the old brown river itself,

swirling down amongst the black rocks,

caught some shimmer of the colors

above. The glare, the heat and the

piping of the insects had all ceased

together. In spite of his aching head

Anerley could have cried out for pure

ph3'sical joy as the swift creature be-
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neath him flew along with him through

that cool invigorating air, with the

virile north wind soothing his pringling

face.

He had looked at his watch, and now

he made a swift calculation of times

and distances. It was past six when

he had left the camp. Over broken

ground it was impossible that he could

hope to do more than seven miles an

hour—less on bad parts, more on the

smooth. His recollection of the track

was that there were few smooth and

many bad. He would be lucky then

if he reached Sarras anywhere from

twelve to one. Then the messages

took a good two hours to go through,

for they had to be transcribed at Cairo.

At the best he could only hope to have

told his story in Fleet Street at two or

three in the morning. It was possible

that he might manage it, but the

chances seemed enormously against

him. About three the morning edition

^ould be made up, and his chance gone
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forever. The one thing clear was that

only the first man at the wires would

have any chance at all, and Anerley

meant to be first if hard riding could

do it. So he tapped away at the bird-

like neck, and the creature's long, loose

limbs went faster and faster at every

tap. Where the rocky spurs ran down
to the river, horses would have to go

round, while camels might get across,

so that Anerley felt that he was always

gaining upon his companions.

But there was a price to be paid for

the feeling. He had heard of men who
had burst when on camel journeys, and

he knew that the Arabs swathe their

bodies tightly in broad cloth bandages

when they prepare for a long march.

It had seemed unnecessary and ridicu-

lous when he first began to speed over

the level track, but now, when he got

on the rocky paths, he understood what

it meant. Never for an instant was he

at the same angle. Backwards, for-

wards he swung, with a tingling jar at
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the end of each sway, until he ached

from his neck to his knee. It caught

him across the shoulders, it caught him

down the spine, it gripped him over the

loins, it marked the lower line of his

ribs with one heavy dull throb. He

clutched here and there with his hand

to try and ease the strain upon his

muscles. He drew up his knees, altered

his seat and set his teeth with a grim

determination to go through with it

should it kill him. His head was split-

ting, his flayed face smarting and every

joint in his body aching as if it were

dislocated. But he forgot all that

when, with the rising of the moon, he

heard the clinking of horses hoofs

down upon the track by the river, and

knew that, unseen by them, he had al-

ready got well abreast of his compan-

ions. But he was hardly half-way and

the time already eleven.

All day long the needles had beert

ticking away without intermission in

the little corrugated iron hut which
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served as a telegraph station at Sarras.

With its bare walls and its packing-

case seats it was none the less for the

moment one of the vital spots upon the

earth's surface, and the crisp, importu-

nate ticking might have come from the

world-old clock of destiny. Many au-

gust people had been at the other end
of those wires, and had communed with

the moist-faced military clerk. A
French premier had demanded a pledge

and an English marquis had passed on
the request to the general in command,
with a question as to how it would af-

fect the situation. Cipher telegrams

had nearly driven the clerk out of his

wits, for of all crazy occupations the

taking of a cipher message when you

are without a key to the cipher is the

worst. Much high diplomacy had been

going on all day In the innermost

chambers of European chancellories,

and the results of it had been whispered

into this little corrugated iron hut.

About two in the morning an enormous
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dispatch had come at last to an end,

and the weary operator had opened

the door and was lighting his pipe in

the cool, fresh air, when he saw a camel

plump down in the dust and a man,

who seemed to be in the last state of

drunkenness, come rolling toward him.

'* What's the time?" he cried, in a

voice that appeared to be the only

sober thing about him.

It was on the clerk's lips to say that

it was time that the questioner was in

his bed, but it is not safe upon a cam-

paign to be ironical at the expense of

Idiarki-clad men. He contented him-

self therefore with the bald statement

that it was after two.

But no retort that he could have de-

vised could have had a more crushing

effect. The voice turned drunken also,

and the man caught at the door post to

uphold him.
'* Two o'clock ! I'm done after all !

"

said he. His head was tied up in a

bloody handkerchief, and his face was
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crimson, and he stood with his legs

crooked as if the pith had all gone out

of his back. The clerk began to real-

ize that something out of the ordinary

was in the wind.
** How long does it take to get a

wire to London ?
"

" About two hours."

'* And it's two now. I could not get

it there before four."

'' Before three."

"Four?"
'' No, three."

" But you said two hours."

" Yes, but there's more than an hour*s

difference in longitude."

" By heavens, I'll do it yet !
" cried

Anerley, and staggering to a packing

case he began the dictation of his fa-

mous dispatch.

And so it came about that the Ga-

zette had a long column, with head-

lines like an epitaph, when the sheets

of the Intellio'ence and the Courier

were as blank as the faces of their edi-
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tors. And so, too, it happened that

when two weary men, upon two foun-

dered horses, arrived about four in the

morning at the Sarras post office they

looked at each other in silence and de-

parted noiselessly with the conviction

that there are some situations with

which the English language is not

capable of dealing.
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By Jane Barlow.

Author of " Irish Idylls^'''* " Bogland Studies,'''' etc.

Towards seven o'clock on a sum-

mer evening in July, Rosanne should

have been helping her mistress in the

dairy, instead of which she was sitting

under the shadow of the big water bar-

rel at the kitchen door and writing to

her sweetheart. She wrote to tell him

how she had been given leave to go
home next Sunday, and she did not

stop to consider that she was at this

very moment risking the loss of her

holiday, by getting into disgrace for

neglect of duty. But it was not

Rosanne's way to think of more than

one thing at a time, so when it occurred

to her that John Gahan, who had

called about the loan of a hay shaker,
Copyright, 1896, by Bacheller, Johnson & Bacheller.
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might post a letter for her as he went

home, she acted upon the idea with-

out further reflection. She had her

paper spread out on the barrel stand,

and craned her curly head over it at

unlikely angles as she enjoined Dan

McClean to meet her at Hunt's, in

Kilbracken, where the gig would drop

her next Saturday evening.

Meanwhile the dairy work had been

going on well enough without her-.

Mrs. Conroy had a pleased smile when

she saw the ripe yellow cream curl

smoothly up under her skimmer, and

added it to the rich contents of her

great wide-mouthed gathering-crock.

She thought they would have a grand

churning to-morrow, and at least a

dozen pounds of butter for Saturday's

fair. But when she had finished, she

recollected that Rosanne should have

been there to carry the pigs their sup-

per of sour skim milk ;
and after call-

ing her in vain several times, she sent

little Ned to find her, and bid her
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come along out of that this instant.

Ned delivered the message with the

pithy addition: ''She's ragin';" and
so in frightened haste Rosanne finished

addressing her envelope with wild

blots, and overset the ink bottle, and
rushed away to fetch the bucket.

When she reached the dairy she was
relieved at finding nobody there to

scold her, and, still hurry-driven, she

filled her bucket and ran off with it

across the yard. Rosanne rather liked

seeing the pigs at their supper, they

wriggled so all over with enjoyment,

and she now leaned against the sty-

door to watch them. She began to

sing Norah Creina, but in the mid-

dle of the first verse she stopped

abruptly, A frightful misgiving had

suddenly seized her, come she knew

not whence. She leaned forward and

looked into the trough ; she snatched

up her bucket and examined it care-

fully ; and then she perceived that she

had indeed done a dreadful thing. In
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her haste she had emptied the wrong

crock, and had thrown a week's gather-

ing of cream to the pigs !

How dreadful it was she could esti-

mate by the pride her mistress took in

the row of rich, yellow-topped milk

pans, the precautions with which she

surrounded them, her wrath if any

clumsiness imperiled them. What

would that wrath be now ? Rosanne

made her mind up all in a minute not

to face it. She would run away home.

It was no such great distance across

the fields ; she might get there, she sup-

posed, before it was quite dark. She

thought her father would be glad to see

her, and, if so, her stepmother must

perforce acquiesce. But at all events

there was Dan McClean, who would be

certainly '* as pleased as anythin'," and

make much of her and take her part,

whatever happened—Dan's stalwart

frame held up the whole fabric of

Rosanne's future. Beyond a doubt she

had lost her chance of getting a holiday
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in any other way, she thought, as she

raced at full speed back to the house

For she had no time to hesitate, as the

discovery might at any moment prevent

her flight. Luckily, almost everybody

was out in the hayfield, and she got up

to her attic unperceived. There she

collected her few most cherished pos«

sessions—the rest might be fetched

afterwards—threw on her shawl and

once more dared the creaking, clatter-

ing stairs and the passage that led by

the awful dairy door. Fortune still

favored her ; she escaped all their perils

and was presently scrambling through

the gap in the briery hedge Into the

meadows at the back of the hay yard.

She ran all the way through the first

field, because she had such a vivid pic-

ture in her mind of what might be at

that very minute happening within

doors. She could almost see Mrs. Con-

roy's face as she stared into the empty

cream crock and hear her terrible call,

loud and peremptory : '* Rosanne t
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Rosanne!" The mere thought of it

made her scud along like a rabbit.

But at the end of the field she heard

real voices, for the haymakers were re-

turning to the house, so she slipped

out of their way behind a smooth-sided

haycock. When they passed she stole

back to the foot path and on again.

About Kilcrumlyn farm the land was

all down in meadow, and the fields were

bordered by thick bosky hedges. Tall

cocks threw shadows nearly across

some of them, and the interspaces were

very goldenly green with fresh-spring-

ing aftergrass, under westering sun-

beams. On others the newly-mown

swaths still lay in the soft waves, and

the shorn sward underneath was paler-

hued, not having had time to thrust up

any young blades since the sweep of

the scythe went by. Along under the

hedge the remnant of the meadow made

a fringe with feathery crests, drooping
^ and creamy plumes, tall stalks that un-

furled white sunshades, and here and
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there a scarlet poppy. The drops of

an earlier shower still twinkled beneath

them, and Rosanne's crisp pink calico

skirt grew limp and bedraggled as she

brushed by. But she did not heed this,

for the one article of dress that she

much regarded—her new hat, with its

wreaths of curious buff and crimson

roses—rested safely on her head, and

her head was full of preoccupying spec-

ulations. She began to think that per-

haps, after all, no such harm was done.

That is to say, it was, of course, awoful

pity about the beautiful cream ; but,

for the matter of losing her place

thereby, she wasn't sure that she

wouldn't as lief as not quit being in

service. And she thought it as like as

not that when she came home this

way Dan McClean would again take

up the notion of their getting married

after the harvest. That was what he

had wanted to do in the spring, if her

stepmother had not put it into every-

body's head that it would be better for
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them to get together a few pounds be-

fore they set up housekeeping. Ros-

anne now said to herself that she did

not see any occasion for it. She won-

dered, too, what sort of a girl Maggie

Walsh, her stepsister, who had just

come to live at home, was apt to be.

She had a presentiment that there

would be little love lost between them.

However, that didn't much signify

—

by reason of Dan.

Through three or four fields Rosanne

passed without meeting anything to

interrupt these cogitations. Now and

then the voices of home-going hay-

makers were wafted over a hedge, and

a belated corncrake was heard from a

long way off faintly " creak-creaking."

The shadows lengthened silently all

about, and the sunlit interspaces seemed

as they shrank to grow more jewel-like

in their glinting gold on green. In a

sheltering corner a large olive-mottled

froe started up out of the tangled grass,

and went flin2:inor himself on before her
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in a long series of expanding leaps ; but

at last she almost trod on him as he

stopped and sat suddenly squatting.

At the same moment somebody called

her name loudly, close by :
" Rosanne,

Rosanne."

A flappy white sunbonnet was look-

ing at her over a gate in a hedge, a

little way to the right ; and in it she

recognized her cousin, Martha Reilly,

who lived near them at home. ** And
where might you be off to?" Martha

said, as Rosanne came up to the gate,

" and wid fine grandeur on you," she

added, referring to the rose-wreathed

hat.

'* Sure I'm just streelin' about a bit,"

Rosanne said, with rather confused

unconcern. She regretted the encoun-

ter, and was not at all disposed to con-

fide in Martha, who had the name of

being \' the greatest ould gossip you'd

meet in a long day's walk." '* It's a

fine warm evenin'," she continued, to

account for her stroll.
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*' Warm enough, bedad," said Martha,

'' you might say so if it was in the hay

you'd been. I come up yisterday to

work above at Hilfirthy's, and I was

manin' to run over this evenin' and see

you, on'y something delayed me. And

what's the best good news wid you this

long while ?
"

" I dunno is there any news in par-

tic'lar, bad or good," said Rosanne,

with a guilty "I could an' I would"

in her mind, as she thought of the pigs'

supper.

" Then you haven't heard tell about

Dan McClean ? " said Martha, suddenly

craning her neck over the topmost bar.

''What about him at all?" said Ros-

anne, with a great start.

''You haven't heard?" Martha re-

peated, in a half-incredulous tone.

" Can't you tell me ? " said Rosanne.

" I'll come over to you—just wait?"

said Martha. She launched her pitch-

fork across the gate, and began to

scale its many bars with remarkable
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agility. She had scarcely flopped to

the ground, on Rosanne's side of it,

before she said :
** He's took up wid

Maggie Walsh, that's what it is."

'' Took up wid her ?" said Rosanne,

staring up stupidly at her cousin.

" Ay, bedad, and so he has," said

Martha, '' but it come to my knowledge

on'y last Sunday. About gettin' mar-

ried they are after the harvest—he and

your stepmother's daughter. And he

be all accounts as good as promised to

you, Rosanne !

"

''Who was telling you so? He
never set eyes on her till she came home
after Easter. Dan's no affair of mine,

I don't believe any such thing," said

Rosanne, rattling the rusty bolt of the

padlocked gate.

"" Sure they was all talkin' about it

after mass," said Martha, '* and that

evenin' I taxed the young feller's

mother wid it, and she didn't deny it.

Och, Rosanne, but you was a fine fool

to let your stepmother pack you off to
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service that-a-way, wid Maggie just

comin' home. Earnin' money for your-

self, bedad ! 'Deed now, what notion

she had in her mind's as plain to see as

the seeds in a ripe gooseberry. Pu ttin'

you out of it was the way she'd have

the chance of gettin' young Dan for

her own girl—and that's what she's

after doin' on you."

•'She's welcome," said Rosanne, des-

perately.

*• Och, that's just talkin', Rosanne,'"

said Martha. '*
I was spakin' about it

to your father on Tuesday. I'd ha'

thought he'd be none too well pleased,

but he said nothin' agin it. I suppose

she had him persuaded, poor man.

And Dan's mother was axin' me had I

heard tell anythin' about a young chap

was coortin' you up here. Mark my
words, that's the story your step-

mother's been puttin' into their heads.

But I tould Mrs. McClean there wasn't

a iotum of truth in it as far as I knew.

And there isn't in coorse?" Martha
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said, glancing again rather suspiciously

at the grand hat.

" Maybe there is, and maybe there

isn't," said Rosanne, defiantly. " It's

no affair of anybody's. Let other peo-

ple mind their own business, and I'll

mind mine. And let them plase them-

selves—the pack of them—and they'll

plase me. I dunno which of them's the

greatest liar ; but it's little I trouble

meself about them. And it's time for

me to be runnin' back, or else I'll be

too late. So good-night to you kindly

—och, don't be delayin' me, you ould

tormint !
" Rosanne whisked the cor-

ner of her shawl out of Martha's de-

taining grasp, and ran away down the

field. As she went she struck up

Norah Creina, and sang it lustily as

long as she thought herself within hear-

ing ; but her mind was not at all occu-

pied with that gentle, bashful heroine.

The sun had disappeared behind the

rounded tops of Drumaree Wood while

she talked to Martha, and the vivid
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lights had gone out among the haycocks

and hedges. Everything had grown

dimly green, soft and cool, and when

she left off singing, not a sound was to

be heard. But her thoughts were

traveling through the scorching, hissing,

whirllne chaos Into which this thunder-

bolt of tidings had shattered the world

before her. Dan, and the little house

of her own, and love and trust, and a

fine wedding and the Aylesbury ducks

Mrs. Conroy promised her, and her

pride In old Tim Donagh's remark that

she had got the best lad on the town-

land—all were swept away from her,

and in their places seethed a flood of

jealousy, rage and despair. As its first

rush subsided, she recollected several

things that seemed like disregarded

warnings of Martha's news. She had

wondered now and again that Dan had

never managed to cret over and see her

between this and Easter ; and then the

last time old Biddy Doran from his

place was up at the farm he hadn't
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sent e'er a message by her at all. The
reason was plain enough now. And
with that, Rosanne bethought her of

the letter which she had sent by John
Gahan, and which might be delivered

by this time. Perhaps Dan was at that

minute of time laughing with Maggie
Walsh over the suggestion that he

should be wasting his evening streel-

ing off to meet Rosanne Tierney at

Kilbrackan. Cock her up. This pos-

sibility was the cruel little barb of mor-

tification by Vvdiich the crushing bulk of

her misfortune caught hold of her

mind, and she raged herself for having

ignorantly wrought it.

But circumstances seldom allow us

to rage long uninterrupted, and while

Rosanne walked on, the fields grew'

dimmer, and the green grayer, and

the breeze chillier, and the grass wetter,

until at last she found that the thorny

briers which twitched her by the shawl

as she passed them, were beginning to

ask her where she was going. It was
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a puzzling question. To go home

among those false, scheming, tri-

umphant creatures, could not for a

moment be thought of. It would be

more tolerable to return and face the

storm in the dairy at Kilcrumlyn farm,

and even that was quite impossible.

On such consideration as she could

give, only one answer occurred to her.

She would go to her Aunt Lizzie

Mahony, her mother's sister, who had

always been good natured and friendly.

The Mahonys, it was true, lived rather

a long step off, somewhere beyond

Hewitstown ;
still she thought she

could certainly contrive to get there in

the course of the next day, and she

knew they would be glad to see her.

After that, her future was all drearily

vague. She supposed that she could

get field work to do, and sometimes

she even thought wildly of turning

ballad singer. Dan used to say that

she had a voice fit to make her fortune
;

but of course that might only have
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been one of his lies, for It was evident

you could not believe a word that

came out of his head. The further her

feet and her reflections traveled, the

more attractive grew the picture of the

Mahony's little white cottage, with her

aunt looking out at the door, and say-

ing :
'' Glory be to goodness, if it

isn't little Rosanne." For the fields

around her spread lonelier, and stranger,

and the moonlight began to fill them

cruelly with ghastly gleams and shades.

At last in a great fright she crept

under a haystack and shivered and

dozed in unequal alternations till the

dawn.

It found her bewllderingly miserable,

but delivered from the panic fears that

had beset her, while the world was

black and white, and she stole out of

the yellow-mounded haggart on to the

high-road close by. She hardly noticed

that she was hungry and cold and damp
with dew as she resumed her journey,

upon which the July sun soon began to
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glare strong and fierce. The way was

much longer than she thought, and

she lengthened it by missing it several

times, finding intricate directions all

the more puzzling because she was

dazed for the want of food and sleep.

Two women of whom she had made in-

quiries and who told her of terribly

many miles gave her a drink of milk,,

but that was all she had the whole day.

With her gaudy hat and her carelessly-

wisped-on shawl and bedraggled pink

gown, her curly hair tossed and ruffled

and her eyes wild and woebegone, she

had become a forlorn, strange-looking

figure, which passers-by eyed curiously,

and on which they sometimes made re-

marks. This alarmed her greatly, for

solitary wanderings were a new experi-

ence to her. She made up her mind

never to be a ballad singer, and her

aunt's house orrew a more and more

desired refuge. At last, when the

shadows stretched very long and the

sunbeams had relaxed their scorching
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^rip, she came to a bit of road that

seemed familiar to her. Round the

next turn, if she was not mistaken,

stood the little white cottage at the foot

of a steep field, in the angle where twa
lonings met—she remembered the place

very well.

And, sure enough, round the corner,

just as she had hoped, the little white

cottage came into view, a sight which,

for a few moments she beheld with

much comfort of heart. But she had
not taken many quick steps towards it

before she perceived that something
was amiss. On the brown slope of the

thatch a thick cloud of smoke was
brooding, dull and pale, and, as she

looked, thicker black clouds came roll-

ing up through it in great, heavy puffs,

pierced here and there by sharp thrusts

of flame, which even under the sunset

of the sky gleamed strong and red.

Very clearly the house was on fire,

which was a dreadful thine ; but what
struck Rosanne with still more dismay
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was that there seemed to be nobody

about to mind it. Three small stranger

boys were sitting on the triangular

grass plat between the two lanes just

in front of the cottage, but they were

busily playing some game with bits of

broken crockery and taking no interest

in the fire. Nobody else was to be

seen. Rosanne ran up to the children

in a breathless scare. " Where's all the

Mahonys?" she said; "sure, they

can't be in it, wid the roof blazin' over

their heads ? " One of the boys glanced

at her indifferently. " Och, the Ma-

honys was put out of it yisterday for

the rint," he said, '* and the colonel's

burning the ould bad houses to hinder

the people of comin' back to them, and

squatters, and tramps, and all manner.

Give me the blue-edged bit, Billy."

**And Where's me uncle gone to?"

said Rosanne.
''

I dunno," said the boy, '' unless it

was to the Union below at Hewits-

town."
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'' Sure, not at all," said Billy ;

''
I

heard them sayin' Pat Mahony was
gone to his brother's place, away at

Tullylough."

The first boy, who was freckled and
blue-eyed and red-headed, put out his

tongue in acknowledgment of this cor-

rection, and the third, who was like

him, said :
'' No, he isn't. They've all

took off to the States." Rosanne
thought they looked quite fiendishly

hideous. She was turning towards the

house when Billy said :
'' There's no-

body in it;" but his brother said:
" Yis, there is, after that ag'in. I seen

Alec Anderson and another of the

bailiffs men goin' round wid a pitch-

fork awhile ago."

Rosanne ran desperately up to the

door, and looked in. It was all a
smother of smoke inside, and the

fiames might be heard gnashing their

teeth among the crackling rafters.

Then she ran on round the corner of

the house, and there, sure enough.
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were two men, one of whom, standing

©n the pig sty wall, was poking a

pitchfork into the thatch. The fact

was that Alec Anderson, who had

a thrifty turn, had noticed a fresh

golden patch where Pat Mahony had

lately darned his roof, and now deemed

it worth while to rescue the good bit

of straw from the conflagration for use

on his own premises. Burning cabins

is hot and thirsty work on a radiant

July day, and Anderson's mood had be-

come irritable over it. So when a di-

shevelled bit of a vagrant girl, wrapped

in an old rag of a shawl surmounted

by an incongruous gay hat, came rush-

ing up to him, and in horror-stricken

accents asked would he plase be tellin'

where Mrs. Mahony was gone, he felt

moved to reply by tossing down a bun-

dle of thatch on her off his fork, and

saying :
" Ou speir that at somebody

that kens or cares, me hizzie, and duina

be bletherin' here awa." Unluckily

the bundle had a red-hot smouldering
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core, and as it dropped on Rosanne's

head, it knocked off her hat, and set

her hair alight, and fell in scorching

flakes before her eyes. She was fleeing

away, blinded and terrified, but she

tripped over a stone, and fell with her

head against the wall, which stunned

her into unconcern.

By the time that her troublesome

world came back to her, she had been

conveyed to the infirmary ward of the

Hewitstown workhouse, a doleful white-

washed place, where the last red rays

of the sunset were beating on the grimy

windows. Poor Rosanne's fortunes had

sunk so deeply within the last four and

twenty hours that you would hardly

have recognized her as the same girl

who had talked to her cousin Martha

at the gate among the hayfields, while

the sun went down behind a screen of

rounded tree tops. For her clothes

were blackened and drenched with fire

and water, and, much worse, her pretty

curling hair was all burnt off, and one
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side of her face was scorched. Next

morning her neighbor in the ward

thoughtfully lent her a bit of broken

looking-glass that '' she might see the

quare show she was ; " but she had

scarcely energy to glance at it, and was

faintly shocked by the disfigured image.

All the day she lay in a dazed, apa-

thetic state, and took little heed of any-

thing. It seemed to her as if she had

been there always in a dreary sort of

dream.

But on the day after, when the creep-

ing shadow on the floor had shrunken

almost to its noontide skimpiness, she

suddenly roused up quite awake. Just

outside the door, which was close to

her bed, she heard a familiar voice

speaking—the voice of Dan McClean.

Rosanne held her breath as the nurse,

a square-framed stolid person, was

called out to interview '' a young man

from about Kilbracken, that was come

axin after a girl." Dan's voice would

have sounded like heavenly music to
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her, if the echo of Martha's had not
come harshly through it and jarred it

into discord.

'*Beg your pardon, ma'am," she
heard him say diffidently, '' might there
be a girl be the name of Rosanne Tier-
ney in it?"

'*Is it the name?" said the nurse,

^'sure I couldn't be tellin' you the
names of the half of them that comes
and goes. What sort is she ?

"

'* Och, a slip of a girl," said Dan,
whose descriptive powers were not
great, ''a slip of a girl—wid black hair

—and a smallish size she is."

'' There's plenty of them like that, if

that's all," said the nurse, ^' we've a
black-haired one come in the other day,

not over big. Some sort of a tramp
she is, and got a crack on the head wid
a bit of the roof slippin' down on her

;

but I could be axin' her her name.
Rosanne Tierney did you say? And
what might you be to hersupposin' she
is ? Her brother maybe ?

"
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It seemed to Rosanne as if an end-

less pause followed this question
;
yet

Dan only hesitated for a moment be-

fore he answered :
'' Och, well, ma'am,"

he said, "you might say I'm as good

as a brother, anyway."

And with that a stormy darkness fell

upon Rosanne. For what could '' as

good as a brother" signify, except

marriage with the step-sister, Maggie

Walsh ? She hoped to goodness she

might never have the misfortune to set

eyes on either of the two of them to

the end of her life's days—and she'd as

lief that mightn't be very long—a pair

of black-hearted rogues—the villain

might just go back the way he came.

When a minute afterwards the nurse

returned to make her inquiry, the

tramp kept her head under the blanket,

and would only mutter in a husky,

mumbling way: "I dunno any such

people at all—bid him get along mit ot

that—me name's Isabella Hill," facts

which were at once reported to Dan
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outside ill the passage, with the addi-

tional details that the creature seemed

to be a cross-tempered one, and per-

haps not quite right in her senses.

But at this moment another visitor ar-

rived in the shape of a small freckled

and red-haired boy, who was carrying,

with an averse expression of counte-

nance, a large, gaudily-wreathed straw

hat. " And what might you be wantin',

Matthew Flanigan?" said the nurse.

'' Me mother bid me brin^in' th' ould

hat," said Matthew. '' It dropped off

the girl that got hurted up at Pat

Mahony's on Friday, and me brother

brought it home, but she sez it might

be a loss to the crathur that owned it,

so she sent me along wid it, and it's

him she'd a rio^ht to ha' sent
"

'' Be the powers of smoke !
" Dan

exclaimed, seizing hold of the hat,

" that's belongin' to Rosanne Tierney
;

she got it new at Easter, and as proud

of herself in it she was as a little pay-

cock. Sure I remember this tuft of
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yeller roses wid red glass beads in

them cocked up at the side of it ; I

was telHii' her it looked for all the

world like one of our ould donkey's

ears ; and was axin' her why wouldn't

she be sticking up the other to match

it."

" For the matter of that," said the

nurse, '' there's dozens of quare hats

goin' about the world, and all of them

that deminted-lookin' you'd be hard

set to tell the one from the other.

The aquil of the outlandish gazaboes

you see on people these times I niver

witnessed."
'' Ah ! but I couldn't be mistook in

this one be any manes," said Dan,

continuing to examine the hat ;

'' sure

'twas sittin' in front of me in the trap

all the way drivin' over from her place

to our place and back agin of Easter

Sunday, an' here it is the very same.

Couldn't I be seein' the girl, ma'am,

just for a minyit, for if she isn't

Rosanne "
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But here a voice called loudly and

clearly through the half-open door

:

** Don't you offer to be comin' next or

nigh me, Dan McClean. I'm no such

thing. Git away home to Maggie

Walsh," it said, and Dan's sunburnt

face grew two inches shorter at the

sound. " Glory be to goodness, it's

herself," he said, *' and me heart broke

thinkin' what had become of her ever

since Saturday morning. Sure, I'll not

be comin' in if ^^ou're not wishful,

jewel," he said, peering warily round

the edge of the door, ''but what talk

at all was that you had about Maggie

Walsh?"
** It was me cousin, Martha Reilly,

was tellin' me all manner," said

Rosanne, who felt as if she were waken-

ing up out of a very ill-favored night-

mare.
'' Trust Martha Reilly to be gabbin'

about what doesn't consarn her," said

Dan. '' Troth I well knew your step-

mother was puttin' that story about
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this while back, and devil a word of

truth in it. 'Deed Rosanne, that ould

woman isn't any too good I'm thinkin'.

But sure what matter about the pack of

them ? Your Aunt Lizzie Mahony's

stoppin' wid her sister-in-law away at

Drumcastle. I discovered that much

yisterday—and they bid me be bringin'

you to stay up there till we would be

gettin' married afore reapin' begins.

Maggie Walsh bedad ! Is it idling me

time I'd be trampin' over the country

after her on a Monday morning in the

middle of haymakin' ? So hurry up,

honey, and git all right agin, the way

I can be comin' to fetch you. I'll borry

Jimmy Byrne's side-car."

" And did you hear tell the quare

awful thing I done at the farm

—

throwin' all Mrs. Conroy's grand

crame to the pigs ? " said Rosanne, the

recollection of this disaster now begin-

ning to emerge from the chaos of

troubles which had overwhelmed and

obliterated it. But Dan replied unap-
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palled :
'' Why to be sure. And was

that any reason for you to be throwin'

yourself after it, so to spake? Not if

every sup of crame in Ireland was spilt,

and all the pigs in the country swim-

min' in the middle of it—aye, and your

stepmother and her daughter, and

Martha Reilly, that can't be aisy unless

she's gabbin', along wid the lot of

them."

So a few Sundays later Rosanne

Tierney was married in her gay buff

and crimson wreathed hat. It was

slightly battered and the worse for its

travels, but it would have been ungrate-

ful of her to discard it, as only for its

timely turning up on a former critical

occasion, it might probably enough at

that moment have been worn by a for-

lorn little distracted vagrant, Instead of

adorning the proud and happy head of

Mrs. Daniel McClean.



THE LADY OF THE RED ADMIRALS.

By Arthur T. Quiller=Couch, (Q).

Author of " The Splendid Spur,'" " Fairy Tales from Far and
Near,'' Etc.

All day within the dreamy house

The doors upon their hinges creak'd
;

The blue fly sung in the pane; the mouse
Behind the mouldering wainscot shrieked,

Or from the crevice peer'd about.

Old faces glimmer'd thro' the doors,

Old footsteps trod the upper floors,

Old voices called her from without.

My eyes had been occupied with the

gray chimneys below, among the Span-

ish chestnuts, at the very moment
when I slipped on the northern face of

Sklrrid and twisted my ankle. This

indeed explains the accident; 'and the

accident explains why my Interest in

the house with the gray chimneys
Copyright, i8g6, by the Bacheller Syndicate.
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suddenly became a personal one. Five

miles separated me from my inn in

Aber town. But the white smoke of a

goods train went crawling across the

green and cultivated plain at my feet

;

and I knew, though I carried no map,

that somewhere under the slope to my
left must hide the country station of

Llanfihangel. To reach it I must pass

the house ; and there, no doubt, would

happen on some one to set me on the

shortest way.

So I picked up my walking-stick and

hobbled down the hillside, albeit with

pain. Where the descent eased a lit-

tle I found and followed a foot-track,

which in time turned into a sunk road

scored deep with old cart-ruts, and so

brought me to a desolate farmstead

slowly dropping to ruin there in the

perpetual shadow of the mountain.

The slates that had fallen from the

roof of byre and stable lay buried al-

ready under the growth of nettle and

mallow and wild parsnip ; and the yard-
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wall was down in a dozen places. 1

shuffled through one of these gaps,

and almost at once found myself face

to face with a park fence of split oak

in yet worse repair, if that were possi-

ble. It stretched away right and left,

with promise of a noble circumference,

but no hand had repaired it for at least

twenty years. I counted no less than

seven breaches through which a man

of common size might step without

squeezing ;
availed myself of the near-

est, and having with difficulty dragged

my disabled foot up the ha-ha slope

beyond, took breath at the top and

looked about me.

The edge of the ha-ha stood but

fifty paces back from an avenue of the

most magnificent Spanish chestnuts I

have ever seen in my life. A few of

them were withering from the top

;

and under these many dead boughs

lay as they had fallen, in grass that

obliterated almost all trace of the

broad carriage-road. But nine out of
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ten Stood hale and stout, and appar-

ently good for centuries to come.

Northward, the gray fa9ade of the

house glimmered and closed their green

prospective, and towards it I now made
my way.

But I must own this avenue daunted

me, as a frame altogether too lordly

for a mere limping pedestrian. And
therefore I was relieved, as I drew

near, to catch the sound of voices be-

hind the shrubberies on my right

hand. This determined me to take

the house in flank, and I diverged and

pushed my way between the laurels in

search of the speakers.

*'A horse, a horse! My kingdom

for a horse ! Lobelia, how many horses

has your father in stable ? Red, white

or gray ?
"

'' One, Miss Wilhelmina ; an' that's

old Sentry-go, and father says hell

have to go to the knacker's before an-

other winter."

*' Then he shall carry me there on
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his back, with rings on my fingers and

bells on my toes

—

*' She rode unto the knacker's yard,

And tirled at the pin

:

Right glad were then the cat's-meat men

To let that lady in !

—especially, Lobelia, when she

alighted and sat upon the ground and

began to tell them sad stories of the

death of kings. But they cut off Sen-

try-go's head and nailed it over the

o-ate. So he died, and she very impru-

dently married the master knacker, who

had heard she was an heiress in her

own right, and wanted to decorate his

€oat-of-arms with an escutcheon of

pretence ; and besides, his doctor had

recommended a complete change."

" Law, miss, how you do run on !

"

The young lady who had given ut-

terance to this amazing rigmarole stood

at the top of a terrace flight (much

cracked and broken) between two

leaden statuettes (headless) ; a willowy
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child in a large-brimmed hat, with a

riding switch in one hand and the

other holding up an old tartan shawl,

which she had pinned about her to im-

itate a horse-woman's habit. As she

paced to and fro between the leaden

statuettes

—

—pedes vestis defluxit ad imos

Et vera incessu potuit dea,

—and I noted almost at once that two

or three butterflies—"red admirals"

they were—floated and circled about

her in the sunlight. A child of com-

moner make and perhaps a year older,

dressed in a buff print frock and pink

sunbonnet, looked up at her from the

foot of the steps. The faces of both

were averted, and I stood there for

at least a minute on the verge of the

laurels, unobserved, considering the

picture they made, and the ruinous

Jacobean house that formed its back-

ground.

Never was house more eloquent of
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desolation. U npainted shutters, crack-

ing in the heat, blocked one half of its

windows. Weather stains ran down

the slates from the lantern on the main

roof • while the lantern over the stable

had lost its vane and the stable-clock

its minute-hand. The very nails had

dropped out of the gable wall, and the

wistaria and Gloire de Dijons they

should have supported trailed down in

tangles, like curtains. Grass choked

the rain-pipes, and moss dabbled the

gravel walk. In the border at my feet

someone had attempted a clearance of

the weeds; and here lay his hoe,

matted with bindweeds and nng-

streaked with the silvery tracks ot

snails. . ,

.' Very well, Lobelia. We will be

sensible house-maid and cook, and talk

of business. We came out, I believe,

to cut a cabbage-leaf to make an

apple-pie."

At this point happening to turn her

head she caught sight of me, and
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Stopped with a slight, embarrassed

laugh. I raised my hat.

" I beg your pardon, sir, but no

strangers are admitted here."

*' I beg your pardon"— I began;

and with that, as I shifted my walking-

stick, my foolish ankle gave way, and

plump I sat in the very middle of the

bindweed.

''You are ill?" She came quickly

towards me, but halted a pace or two

off.

''You look as if you were going to

faint."

" I'll try not to, then," said I. " The
fact is, I have just twisted my ankle on

the side of Skirrid yonder, and I wished

to be told the shortest way to the

station."

" I don't believe you can walk ; and
"

—she hesitated a second, then went on

defiantly—"we have no carriage to

take you."

" I should not think of putting you

to any such trouble."
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" Also, if you want to reach Aber,

there is no train for the next two hours,

You must come in and rest."

" But really
"

**
I am mistress here. I am Wilhel-

mina van der Knoope."

Being by this time on my feet again,

I bowed and introduced myself by

name. She nodded. The child had a

thoughtful face—thoughtful beyond

her years—and delicately shaped rather

than pretty.

'' Lobelia, run in and tell the Admirals

that a o-entleman has called, with my

permission."

Having dismissed the handmaiden,

she observed me in silence for a few

moments, while she unpinned her tar-

tan riding-skirt. Its removal disclosed,

not—as I expected—a short frock, but

one of quite womanly length ;
and she

carried it with the air of a grown woman.
" You must make allowances, please.

I think," she mused, ''yes, I really

think you will be able to help. But
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you must not be surprised, mind.

Can you walk alone, or will you lean a

hand on my shoulder?"

I could walk alone. Of what she

meant I had, of course, no inkling

;

but I saw she was as anxious now for

me to come indoors as she had been

prompt at first to warn me off the

premises. So I hobbled after her

towards the house. At the steps by

the side-door she turned and gave me
a hand. We passed across a stone

flagged hall and through a carpetless

corridor which brought us to the foot

of the grand staircase ; and a magnifi-

cent staircase it was, ornate with twisted

balusters and hung with fine pictures,

mostly by old Dutch masters. But no

carpet covered the broad steps, and the

pictures were perishing in their frames

for lack of varnish. I had halted to

stare up at a big Hondescoster that

hung in the sunlight over the first

short flight of stairs—an elaborate

" Parliament of Fowls "—when the
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girl turned the handle of a door to my

right and entered.
""*'

Uncle Peter, here is the gentleman

who has called to see you."

As I crossed the threshold I heard a

chair pushed back, and a very old gen-

tleman rose to welcome me at the far

end of the cool and shadowy room
;
a

tall, white-haired figure in a loose suit

of hoUand. He did not advance, but

held out a hand tentatively as if uncer-

tain from what direction I was advanc-

ino-. Almost at once I saw that he

was stone blind.

-But where is Uncle Melchior ?

"

exclaimed Wilhelmina.

''
I believe he is working at accounts,"

the old gentleman answered—address-

ing himself to vacancy, for she had

already run from the room. He shook

hands courteously and motioned me

to find a chair, while he resumed his

seat beside a little table heaped with

letters, or rather with bundles of let-

ters neatly tied and docketed. His
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right hand rested on these bundles,,

and his fingers tapped upon them idly

for a minute before he spoke.

" You are a friend of Fritz's ? of my
grandson ?

"

*' I have not the pleasure of know-

ing him, sir. Your niece's introduc-

tion leaves me to explain that I am
just a wayfarer who had the misfortune

to twist an ankle, an hour ago, on

Skirrid, and crawled here to ask his

way."

His face fell. " I was hoping that

you brought news of Fritz. But you

are welcome, sir, to rest your foot

here ; and I ask your pardon for not

perceiving your misfortune. I am blind.

But Wilhelmina—my grand-niece—will

attend to your wants."

*' She is a young lady of very large

heart," said I.

He appeared to consider for a while.

*' She is with me daily, but I have

not seen her since she was a small

child, and I always picture her as a
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child. To you, no doubt, she is almost

a woman grown ?
"

" In feeling I should say decidedly

more woman than child : and in man-

ner."

''You please me by saying so. She
is to marry Fritz, and I wish that to

happen before I die."

Receivino^ no answer to this—for,

of course, I had nothing to say—he

startled me with a sudden question.

"You disapprove of cousins marry-

ing ?
"

I could only murmur that a great

deal depended on circumstances.

*' And there are circumstances in

this case. Besides, they are second

cousins only. And they both look for-

ward to it. I am not one to force their

inclinations, you understand,—though,

of course, they know it to be my wish

—the wish of both of us, I may sa}^
;

for Melchior is at one with me in this.

Wilhelmina accepts her future—speaks

of it, indeed, with gaiety. And as for
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Fritz—though they have not seen each

other since he was a mere boy and she

an infant—as for Fritz, he writes—but

you shall judge from his last letter."

He felt among the packets and

selected one. '* I know one from

t'other by the knots," he explained.

'* I am an old seaman. Now here

Is his last, written from the South

Pacific station. He sends his love

to MIna, and jokes about her being

husband-high :
'' but she must grow,

if we are to do credit to the Van
der Knoopes at the altar.' It seems

that he is somethino^ below the tradi-

tional height of our family ; but a

thorough seaman, for all his modesty.

There sir : you will find the passage

on the fourth page, near the top."

I took the letter ; and there, to be

sure, read the words the old Admiral

had quoted. But it struck me that

Fritz van der Knoope used a very

ladylike handwriting, and of a sort not

usually taught on H. M. S. Britannia.
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*' In two years' time the lad will be

home, all being well. And then, of

course, we shall see."

"Of what rank is he?"
*' At present a second lieutenant.

His age is but twenty-three. The
Van der Knoopes have all followed

the sea, as the portraits in this house

will tell you. Ay, and we have fought

against England in our time. As late

as 1672, Adrian van der Knoope com-

manded a ship under De Ruyter when

he outgeneraled the English in South-

wold Bay. But since 1688 our swords

have been at the service of our adopted

country ; and she has used them, sir."

I am afraid I was not listening.

My chair faced the window, and as I

glanced at the letter in my hands

enough light filtered through its trans-

parent ** foreign" paper to throw up

the watermark, and it bore the name of

a firm of papermakers in Aber town.

This small discovery, quite unwill-

ingly made, gave me a sudden sense of
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shame, as though I had been playing

some dishonorable trick. I was hastily

folding up the paper, to return it,

when the door opened and Wilhelmina
came in, with her uncle Melchior.

She seemed to divine in an instant

what had happened
; threw a swift

glance at the blind Admiral, and almost

as swiftly took the letter from my hand
and restored it to the packet. The
next moment with perfect coolness she

was introducing me to her uncle Mel-

chior.

Melchior van der Knoope was per-

haps ten years younger than his brother,

and carried his tall figure buttoned up

tightly In an old-fashioned frock-coat : a

mummy of a man, with a fixed air of

mild bewilderment, and a trick of run-

nlnor his left hand throuQ^h his white hair

—due, no doubt, to everlasting difficulty

with the family accounts. He shook

hands as ceremoniously as his brother.

" We have been talking of Fritz,"

said old Peter.
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" Oh yes—of Fritz. To be sure."

Melchior answered him vaguely, and

looked at me with a puzzled smile.

There was silence in the room till his

brother spoke again. '' I have been

showing Mr. Fritz's last letter."

'' Fritz writes entertainingly," mur-

mured Melchoir, and seemed to cast

about for another word, but repeated,

''entertainingly. If the state of your

ankle permits, sir, you will perhaps

take an interest in our pictures. I

shall be happy to show them to you."

And so, with the occasional support

of Melchior's arm, I began a tour of

the house. The pictures indeed were

a sufficient reward—seascapes by

Willem van der Velde, flower portraits

by Willem van Aslet, tavern-scenes by

Adrian van Ostade ; a notable Cuyp
;

a small Gerard Dow of peculiar rich-

ness
;

portraits—the Burgomaster

Albert van der Knoope, by Thomas de

Keyser—the Admiral Nicholas, by

Kneller—the Admiral Peter (grand-
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uncle of the blind Admiral), by Rom-
ney—and so forth. My guide seemed

as honestly proud of them as insensi-

ble of their condition, which was in

almost every case deplorable. By and

by in the library we came upon a

modern portrait of a rosy-faced boy in

a blue suit, who held (strange combina-

tion) a large ribstone pippin in one

hand and a cricket bat in the other—

a

picture altogether of such glaring

demerit that I wondered for a moment
why it hung so conspicuously over the

fireplace while worthier paintings were

thrust into obscure corners. Then
with a sudden inkling I glanced at

Uncle Melchior. He nodded gravely.

" That is Fritz."

I pulled out my watch. ** I be-

lieve," I said, " it must be time for me
to bid your brother good-bye."

"You need be in no hurry," said

Miss Wllhelmlna's voice behind me.
" The last train to Aber has gone at

least ten minutes since. You must

dine and sleep with us to-night."
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I awoke next morning between

sheets of sweet-smelling linen in a

carved four-post bed, across the head-

board of which ran the motto ** Stem-

MATA QViD facivnt" in faded letters

of gilt. If the appearance of the

room, with its tattered hangings and

rickety furniture had counted for any-

thing, my dreams should certainly have

been haunted. But as a matter of

fact I never slept better. Possibly the

lightness of the dinner (cooked by the

small handmaid Lobelia) had some-

thing to do with it
;
possibly, too, the

infectious somnolence of the two

Admirals, who spoke but little during

the meal, and nodded, without attempt

at dissimulation, over the dessert. At

any rate, shortly after nine o'clock—

when Miss Wilhelmina brought out a

heavy Church Service, and Uncle Mel-

chior read the lesson and collect for the

day and a few prayers, including the

one ''for those at sea"— I had felt

quite ready for bed. And now, thanks
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to a cool compress, my ankle had

mended considerably. I descended to

breakfast In very cheerful mind, and

found Miss Wilhelmlna alone at the

table.

" Uncle Peter," she explained,

** rarely comes down before midday;

and Uncle Melchoir breakfasts In his

room. He Is busy with the accounts."

''So early?"

She smiled rather sadly. " They
take a deal of looking after, I assure

you."

She asked me how my ankle did.

When I told her, and added that I

must catch an early train back to Aber,

she merely said, *' I will walk to the

station with you, if I may."

And so at ten o'clock—after I had

bidden farewell to Uncle Melchlor,

who wore the air of one interrupted In

a long sum of compound addition—we
set forth. I knew the child had some-

thing on her mind, and wondered how
long she would take In disclosing it.
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Once, by a ruinous fountain where a

stone Triton blew patiently at a conch-

shell plugged with turf, she paused

and dug at the mortared joints of the

basin with the point of her sunshade
;

and I thouorht the confidence was com-

ing. But it was by the tumble down
gate at the end of the chestnut avenue

that she turned and faced me.
'' I knew you yesterday at once,"

she said. '' You write novels."

*' I wish," said I feebly, ''the public

were as quick at discovering me."

''Somebody printed an 'interview'

with you in 's Magazine a month
or two aofo."

" There was not the slightest resem-

blance."

" Please don't be silly. There was

a photograph."

"Ah, to be sure."

"You can help me—help us all—if

you will."

" Is it about Fritz ?"

She bent her head and signed to me
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to open the gate. Across the highroad

a stile faced us, and a little church, with

an acre framed in elms and set about

with trimmed yews. She led the way
to the low and whitewashed porch, and

pushed open the iron studded door.

As I followed, the name of Van der

Knoope repeated itself on many mural

tablets before she paused, almost at

the end of the south aisle, and pointed.

I read

Sacred

To the Memory of

FRITZ OPDAM DE KEYSER VAN DER KNOOPK
A Midshipman of the Royal Navy

Who was born Oct. 21st, MDCCCLXVII.
And Drowned

By the Capsizing of H. M. S. Viper

off the North Coast of Ireland

On the 17th of January, MDCCCLXXXVI.
A youth of peculiar promise who lacked

but the greater indulgence of

an all-wise Providence

to earn the distinction of his forefathers

(of whom he was the last male representative)

in his Country's service

in which

he laid down his young life.

Heu miserande puer. Si qua fata aspera rumpas

Tu Marcellus eris.
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" Uncle Melchoir had it set up. I

wonder what Fritz was really like."

"And your Uncle Peter still be-

Keves—?
"

•* Oh, yes. I am to marry Fritz in

time. That is where you must help

us. It would kill Uncle Peter if he

knew. But Uncle Melchoir gets puz-

zled whenever it comes to writino- ; and

I am afraid of making mistakes.

We've put him down in the South Pa-

cific station at present—that will last

for two years more. But we have to

invent the gossip, you know. And I

thought that you—who wrote sto-

ries
"

'' My dear child," I said, " let me be

Fritz, and you shall have a letter duly

once a month."

And my promise was kept—until,

two years ago, she wrote that there

was no further need of letters, for

Uncle Peter was dead. For aught I

know, by this time Uncle Melchoir may
be dead also. But regularly, as the
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monthly date comes roqnd, I am 'Fritz

Opdam de Keyser van der Knoope, a

young midshipman of Her Majesty's

Navy ; and wonder what my affianced

bride is doing ; and see her on the ter-

race steps with those butterflies floating

about her. In my part of the world it is

believed that the souls of the departed

pass into those winged creatures. So

might the soul of those many pictured

Admirals—but some day, before long,

I hope to cross Skirrid again and see.



DIRGE.

By Charles Kelsey Gaines.

Grieve no more, all ye who are sighing

—

Wail no more for the blest.

Fear no more, O ye that are dying

—

Death is the last and best.

And the end of life is rest.

I too feared, and as children crying

Lay them down to their sleep.

Spectre-haunted, struggling, defying,

Sunk to my slumber deep

'Mid the moanings of those who weep.

What to me though the marbles crumble

Slowly o'er my head !

What to me are the storms that rumble

Fiercely above my bed

!

For peace is with the dead.

Mourn them not, O ye that are sighing

—

Mourn no more for the blest.

Fear no ill, ye souls of the dying

—

Know that the last is best.

And the joy of heaven is rest.



IN BORROWED PLUMES.

By W. W. Jacobs.

The master of the Sarah Jane had

been missing for two days, and all on

board, with the exception of the boy,

whom nobody troubled about, were full

of joy at the circumstance. Twice be-

fore had the skipper, whose habits

might, perhaps, be best described as

irregular, missed his ship, and word

had gone forth that the third time

would be the last. His berth was a

good one, and the mate wanted it in

place of his own, which was wanted by

Ted Jones, A. B.

" Two hours more," said the mate,

anxiously, to the men as they stood

leaning against the side, '* and I take

the ship out."
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" Under two hours'll do it," said Ted,

peering over the side and watching the

water as it slowly rose over the mud.

''What's got the old man, I wonder?"
** I don't know and I don't care," said

the mate. ''You chaps stay by me,

and it'll be good for all of us. Mr.

Pearson said distinctly the last time

that if the skipper ever missed his ship

again it would be his last trip in her,

and he told me afore the old man that I

wasn't to wait two minutes at any time,

but to bring her out right away."

" He's an old fool," said Bill Loch,

the other hand ;
" and nobody'll miss

him but the boy, an' he's been looking

reg'lar worried all the morning. He
looked so worried at dinner time that I

give 'im a kick to cheer him up a bit.

Look at him now."

The mate gave a supercilious glance

in the direction of the boy, and then

turned away. The boy, who had no

idea of courting observation, stowed

himself away behind the windlass, and
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taking a letter from his pocket, perused

it for the fourth time.

** Dear Tommy,"—it began

—

" I

take my pen in and to inform you that

Ime staying here and cant git away for

the reason that I lorst mi does at crib-

age larst night. Lorst my money, and
everything beside. Dont speek to a
living sole about it as the mate wants
my birth, but pack up sum does and
bring them to me without saying nuth-

ing to noboddy. The mates clothes

will do becos I havent got enny other

soot, dont tell 'im. You needen't

touble about soks as I've got them left.

My hed is so bad I must now conclude.

Your affectionate uncle and captin Joe
Bross. p. S. Dont let the mate see

you come, or else he wont let you go."

** Two hours more !

" sighed Tommy,
as he put the letter back in his pocket.

*' How can I get any clothes when

they're all locked up ? And aunt said

I was to look after 'im and see he

didn't git into no mischief."

He sat thinking deeply, and then as
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the crew of the Sarah Jane stepped

ashore to take advantage of a glass

offered by the mate, he crept down to

the cabin again for another desperate

look around. The only articles of

clothing visible belonged to Mrs.

Bross, who, up to this trip, had been

sailing in the schooner to look after its

master. At these he gazed hard.

'' I'll take 'em an' try an' swop 'em

for some men's clothes," said he, sud-

denly, snatching the garments from the

pegs. '* She wouldn't mind ;

" and

hastily rolling them in a parcel together

with a pair of carpet slippers of the

captain's, thrust the lot into an old bis-

cuit bag. Then he shouldered his bur-

den, and, going cautiously on deck,

gained the shore, and set off at a trot

to the address furnished in the letter.

It was a long way, and the bag was
heavy. His first attempt to barter was

alarming, for the pawnbroker, who had

just been cautioned by the police, was

in such a severe and uncomfortable
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State of morals that the boy hastily

snatched up his bundle again and left.

Sorely troubled, he walked hastily

along, until in a small by-street his

glance fell upon a baker of mild and

benevolent aspect standing behind the

counter of his shop.

" If you please, sir," said Tommy,
entering and depositing his bag on the

counter, '' have you any cast-off clothes

you don't want ?"

The baker turned to a shelf, and,

selecting a stale loaf, cut it in halves,

one of which he placed before the boy.
''

I don't want bread," said Tommy,
desperately ;

" but mother has just died,

and father wants mourning for the fu-

neral. He's only got a new suit with

him, and if he can't change these things

of mother's for an old suit, he'll sell his

best ones to bury her with."

He shook the articles out on the

counter, and the baker's wife, who had

just come Into the shop, inspected them

rather favorably.
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*' Poor boy, so you lost your mother !

"

she said, turning the clothes over. '' It's

a good skirt, Bill."

" Yes, ma'am," said Tommy, dolefully.

'* What did she die of ? " inquired the

baker.

" Scarlet fever," said Tommy, tear-

fully, mentioning the only disease he

knew. •

'' Scar— Take them things away !

"

yelled the baker, pushing the clothes

on the floor and following his wife to

the other end of the shop. " Take 'em

away, directly, you young villain !"

His voice was so loud, his manner so

imperative, that the startled boy, with-

out stopping to argue, stuffed the

clothes pell-mell into the bag again

and departed. A farewell glance at

the clock made him look almost as hor-

rified as the baker. .

** There's no time to be lost," he mut-

tered, as he began to run. '' Either the

old man'U have to come in these, or

else stay where he is."
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He reached the house breathless, and

paused before an unshaven man in time-

worn greasy clothes, who was smoking

a short clay pipe with much enjoyment

in front of the door.

" Is Captain Bross here ? " he panted.

" He's up-stairs," said the man, with

a leer, *' sitting in sackcloth and ashes

—more ashes than sackcloth. Have
you got some clothes for him ?"

'' Look here," said Tommy. He was

down on his knees with the mouth of

the bag open again, quite in the style

of the practiced hawker. " Give me
an old suit of clothes for them. Hurry

up ! There's a lovely frock !

"

'* Blimey," said the man, staring,

'' I've only got these clothes. Wot
d'yer take me for ? A dook ?

"

*' Well, get me some somewhere,"

said Tommy. '' If you don't the cap'n'll

have to come in these, and I'm sure he

won't like it."

" I wonder what he'd look like," said

the man, with a grin. '' Hang me if I

don't come up and see."
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'' Get me some clothes," pleaded

Tommy.
''

I wouldn't get you clothes, no, not

for fifty pun," said the man, severely.

"' Wot dyer mean wanting to spoil

people's pleasure in that way ? Come

on, come and tell cap'n what you've

got for 'im ; I want to 'ear what he

ses. He's been swearing 'ard since ten

o'clock this morning, but he ought to

say something special over this."

He led the way up the bare wooden

stairs, followed by the harassed boy,

and entered a small, dirty room at the '

top, in the center of which the master

of the Sarah Jane sat to deny visitors,

in a pair of socks and last week's paper.

" Here's a young gent come to bring

you some clothes, cap'n," said the man,

taking the sack from the boy.

''Why didn't you come before?"

growled the captain who was reading

the advertisements.

The man put his hand in the sack,

and pulled out the clothes.
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"What do you think of 'em?" he

asked, expectantly.

The captain strove vainly to tell

him, but his tongue mercifully forsook

its office and dried between his lips.

His brain rang with sentences of

scorching iniquity, but they got no

farther.

'* Well, say thank you, if you can't

say nothing else," suggested his tor-

mentor, hopefully.

" I couldn't bring nothing else," said

Tommy, hurriedly ;

'' all the things

was locked up. I tried to swop 'em

and nearly got locked up for it. Put

these on and hurry up."

The captain moistened his lips with

his tongue.

"The mate'U get off directly she

floats," continued Tommy. " Put these

on and spoil his little game. It's rain-

ing a little now. Nobody'll see you,

and as soon as you git aboard you can

borrow some of the men's clothes."

" That's the ticket, cap'n," said the
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man. '' Lord lumme, you'll 'ave every-

body fallin in love with you."

" Hurry up," said Tommy, dancing

with impatience. " Hurry up,"

The skipper, dazed and wild-eyed,

stood still while his two assistants

hastily dressed him, bickering some-

what about details as they did so.

•* He ought to be tight-laced, 1 tell

you," said the man.
'* He can't be tight-laced without

stays," said Tommy, scornfully. '' You

ought to know that."

- Ho, can't he ? " said the other, dis-

comfited.
'' You know too much for

a young 'un. Well, put a bit o' line

round 'im, then."

'' We can't wait for a line," said

Tommy, who was standing on tiptoe to

tie the skipper's bonnet on. " Now

tie the scarf over his chin to hide his

beard, and stitch this veil on. It's a

good job he ain't got a mustache."

The other complied, and then fell back

a pace or two to gaze at his handiwork.
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'' Strewth, though I ses it as shouldn't,

you look a treat," he remarked, com-

placently. " Now, young 'un, take hold

of his arm. Go up the back streets,

and if you see anybody looking at you,

call him 'mar.'

"

The two set off after the man, who
was a born realist, had tried to snatch a

kiss from the skipper on the threshold.

Fortunately for the success of the ven-

ture, it was pelting with rain, and though

a few people gazed curiously at the

couple as they went hastily along, they

were unmolested, and gained the wharf

in safety, arriving just in time to see the

schooner shoving off from the side.

At the sight the skipper held up his

skirts and ran.

" Ahoy !
" he shouted. '' Wait a

minute."

The mate gave one look of blank as-

tonishment at the extraordinary figure

and then turned away, but at that mo-

ment the stern came within jumping

distance of the wharf, and uncle and
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nephew, moved with one impulse,

leaped for it and gained the deck in

safety.

" Why didn't you wait when I hailed

you ?" demanded the skipper, fiercely.

'' How was I to know it was you ?"

inquired the mate, surlily, as he real-

ized ^his defeat. *'
I thought it was the

empress of Rooshia."

The skipper stared at him dumbly.
** An' if you take my advice," said

the mate, with a sneer, '' you'll keep

them things on. I never see you look

as well in anything afore."

** I want to borrow some o' your

clothes. Bob," said the skipper, eyeing

him steadily.

''Where's your own?" asked the

other.

'' I don't know," said the skipper.

" I was took with a fit last night. Bob,

and when I woke up this morning they

were gone. Somebody must have took

advantage of my helpless state and

itaken 'em."
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*' Very likely," said the mate, turning

away to shout an order to the crew,

who were busy setting sail.

** Where are they, old man?" in-

quired the skipper.

"How should I know ?" asked the

mate, becoming interested in the men
again.

" I mean your clothes," said the skip-

per, who was fast losing temper.

''Oh! mine?" said the mate.

" Well, as a matter o' fact, I don't like

lending my clothes. I'm rather pertick-

ler. You might have a fit in them."

"You won't lend 'em to me?" asked

the skipper.

" I won't," said the mate, speaking

loudly, and frowning significantly at

the crew, who were listening.

" Very good," said the skipper.

" Ted, come here. Where's your other

clothes?"
" I'm very sorry, sir," said Ted, shift-

ing uneasily from one leg to the other,

and glancing at the mate for support.
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"but they ain't fit for the likes of you

to wear, sir."

" I'm the best judge of that," said the

skipper, sharply. *' Fetch 'em up."

*' Well, to tell the truth, sir," said

Ted, " I'm like the mate. I'm only a

poor sailorman, but I wouldn't lend my
clothes to the queen of England."

"You fetch them clothes," roared the

skipper, snatching off his bonnet and

flinging it on the deck. " Fetch 'em up

at once. D'ye think I'm going about

in these petticoats ?
"

*' They're my clothes," muttered Ted,

doggedly.
" Very well, then, I'll have Bill's,"

said the skipper. " But mind you, my
lad, I'll make you pay for this afore

I've done with you. Bill's the only

honest man aboard this ship. Gim'me
your hand. Bill, old man."

"I'm with them two," said Bill,

gruffly, as he turned away.

The skipper, biting his lips with fury,

turned from one to the other, and then
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with a big oath walked forward. Be-

fore he could reach the foc'sle Bill and

Ted dived down before him, and by

the time he had descended sat on their

chests side by side confronting him.

To threats and appeals alike they

turned a deaf ear, and the frantic skip-

per was compelled at last to go on

deck again, still encumbered with the

hated skirts.

'' Why don't you go an' lay down,"

said the mate, *'an' I'll send you down
a nice cup o' hot tea. You'll get his-

taricks if you go on like that."

'' I'll knock your 'ead off if you talk

to me," said the skipper.

" Not you," said the mate cheerfully
j

** you ain't big enough. Look at that

pore fellow over there."

The skipper looked in the direction

indicated, and, swelling with impotent

rage, shook his fist fiercely at a red-

faced man with gray whiskers who was

wafting innumerable tender kisses from

the bridge of a passing steamer.
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" That's right," said the mate, ap-

provingly ; "don't give 'im no encour-

agement. Love at first sight ain't

worth having."

The skipper, suffering severely from

suppressed emotion, went below, and

the crew, after waiting a little while to

make sure that he was not coming up

again, made their way quietly to the

mate.

" If we can only take him to Battle-

sea in this rig, it'll be all right," said

the latter. " You chaps stand by me.

His slippers and sou'wester is the only

clothes he's got aboard. Chuck every

needle you can lay your hands on over-

board, or else he'll git trying to make
a suit out of a piece of old sail or

something. If we can only take him

to Mr. Pierson like this, it won't be so

bad, after all."

While these arrangements were in

hand above, the skipper and the boy

were busy with others below. Various

startling schemes propounded by the
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skipper for obtaining possession of his

men's attire were rejected by the youth

as unlawful, and, what was worse, im-

practicable. For a couple of hours

they discussed ways and means, but

only ended in diatribes against the

mean ways of the crew, and the skip-

per, whose head ached still from his

excesses, fell into a state of sullen

despair at length, and sat silent.

** By Jove, Tommy, I've got it !'* he

cried, suddenly starting up and hitting

the table with his fist. " Where's

your other suit ?
"

''That ain't no bigger than this one,"

said Tommy.
** You git it out," said the skipper,

with a knowing toss of his head.
'' Ah, there we are ! Now go to my
stateroom and take those off."

The wondering Tommy, who thought

that great grief had turned his kins-

man's brain, complied, and emerged

shortly afterward in a blanket, bring^-

ing his clothes under his arm.
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** Now, do you know what I'm going

to do ? " inquired the skipper, with a

big smile.

''No."
'* Fetch me the scissors, then. Now,

do you know what I'm going to do ?"

** Cut up the two suits and make 'em

into one," hazarded the horror-stricken

Tommy. *' Here, stop it ! Leave

off!"

The skipper pushed him impatiently

off, and laying the clothes on the table,

took up the scissors and, with a few

slashing strokes, cut the garments into

their compound parts.

'* What am I to wear ? " said Tommy,
beginning to blubber. "You didn't

think of that."

" What are you to wear, you selfish

young pig," said the skipper, sternly.

'' Always thinking about yourself. Go
and git some needles and thread, and

if there's any left over and you're a

good boy, I'll see whether I can make
something for you out of the leavings.*'
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" There ain't no needles here,"

whined Tommy, after a lengthy search.

** Go down the foc'sle and git the

case of sail-makers' needles, then,"

said the skipper. '' Don't let anyone see

what you're after—and some thread."

'' Well, why couldn't you let me go

in my clothes before you cut 'em up ?

"

moaned Tommy. ''
I don't like going

up in this blanket. They'll laugh at

me."
** You go at once!" thundered the

skipper, and, turning his back on him,,

whistled softly, and began to arrange

the pieces of cloth.

" Laugh away, my lads," he said,

cheerfully, as an uproarious burst of

laughter greeted the appearance of

Tommy on deck. " Wait a bit."

He waited himself for nearly twenty

minutes, at' the end of which time

Tommy, treading on his blanket, came
flying down the companion-ladder and

rolled into the cabin.

*' There ain't a needle aboard the
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ship," he said, solemnly, as he picked

himself up and rubbed his head. " I've

looked everywhere."
'' What ?" roared the skipper, hastily

concealing the pieces of cloth. ** Here,

Ted ! Ted !

"

" Ay, ay, sir !
" said Ted, as he came

below.
'' I want a sail-maker's needle," said

the skipper, glibly. '' I've got a rent

in this skirt."

'' I broke the last one yesterday,"

said Ted, with an evil grin.

*' Any other needle, then ? " said the

skipper, trying to conceal his emotion.
'' I don't believe there's such a thing

aboard the ship," said Ted, who had

obeyed the mate's thoughtful injunc-

tion. '' Nor thread. I was only saying

so to the mate yesterday."

The skipper sank again to the low-

est depth, waved him away, and then

getting on a corner of a locker fell into

a gloomy reverie.

" It's a pity you do things in such a
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hurry," said Tommy, sniffing vindic-

tively. ** You might have made sure of

the needle before you spoiled my
clothes. There's two of us going about

ridiculous now."

The master of the Sarah Jane al-

lowed this insolence to pass unheeded.

It is in moments of deep distress that

the mind of man, naturally reverting to

solemn things, seeks to improve the

occasion by a lecture. The skipper,

chastened by suffering and disappoint-

ment, stuck his right hand in his pocket,

after a lengthened search for it, and

gently bidding the blanketed urchin

in front of him to sit down, began :

'* You see what comes of drink and

cards," he said, mournfully. '' Instead

of being at the helm of my ship, racing-

all the other crafts down the river, I'm

skulking down here like—like
"

*' Like an actress," suggested Tommy.
The skipper eyed him all over.

Tommy, unconscious of offense, met

his gaze serenely.
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'' If," continued the skipper, '' at any

time you felt like taking too much, and

you stopped with the beer mug half

way to your lips, and thought of me
sitting in this disgraceful state, what

would you do ?"

''
I dunno," replied Tommy, yawning.

** What would you do?" persisted

the skipper, with great expression.

** Laugh, I s'pose," said Tommy,
after a moment's thought.

The sound of a well-boxed ear ran

throuorh the cabin.

'' You're an unnatural, ungrateful

little toad," said the skipper, fiercely.

**You don't deserve to have a good,

kind uncle to look after you."
'' Anybody can have him for me,"

sobbed the indignant Tommy, as he

tenderly felt his ear. '' You look a

precious sight more like an aunt than

an uncle."

After firing this shot he vanished in

a cloud of blanket ; and the skipper,

hastily abandoning a hastily formed
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resolve of first flaying him alive and

then flinging him overboard, sat down
again and lit his pipe.

Once out of the river he came on

deck again, and, ignoring, by a great

effort, the smiles of the crew and the

jibes of the mate, took command.

The only alteration he made in his

dress was to substitute his sou'wester

for the bonnet, and in this guise he

did his work, while the aggrieved

Tommy hopped it in blankets. The
three days at sea passed like a horrid

dream. So covetous was his gaze that

the crew instinctively clutched their

nether garments and looked to the

buttoning of their coats as they passed

him. He saw coats In the mainsail,

and fashioned phantom trousers out of

the flying jib, and, toward the end,

began to babble of blue serges and

mixed tweeds. Oblivious of fame, he

had resolved to enter the harbor of

Battlesea by night; but it was not to

be. Near home the wind dropped.
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and the sun was well up before Battle-

sea came into view, a gray bank on the

starboard bow.

Until within a mile of the harbor

the skipper held on, and then his grasp

on the wheel relaxed somewhat, and he

looked round anxiously for the mate.
'' Where's Bob ? " he shouted.

''He's very ill, sir," said Ted, shak-

ing his head.

''111?" gasped the startled skipper.

" Here, take the wheel a minute."

He handed it over, and then, grasp-

ing his skirts, went hastily below.

The mate was half lying, half sitting

in his bunk, groaning dismally.

" What's the matter ? " inquired the

skipper.

"I'm dying," said the mate. "I keep

being tied up all in knots inside. I

can't hold myself straight."

The other cleared his throat.

"You'd better take off your clothes

and lie down a bit," he said, kindly.

" Let me help you off with them."
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''No—don't—trouble!" panted the

mate.

" It ain't no trouble," said the skip-

per, in a trembling voice.

" No, I'll keep 'em on," said the

mate, faintly. *' I've always had an

idea I'd like to die in my clothes. It

may be foolish, but I can't help it."

*' You'll have your wish some day,

nrever fear, you infernal rascal
!

" shouted

the over-wrought skipper. '' You're

shamming sickness to make me take

the ship into port !
"^

'* Why shouldn't you take her in?"

asked the mate, with an air of inno-

cent surprise. " It's your duty as

cap'n. You'd better get up above now.

The bar is always shifting."

The skipper, restraining himself by

a mighty effort, went on deck again,

and taking the wheel, addressed the

crew. He spoke feelingly of the obe-

dience men owed their superior offi-

cers, and the moral obligation they

were under to lend them their trousers
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when they required them. He dwelt

on the awful punishments awarded for

mutiny and proved clearly that to al-

low the master of a ship to enter port

in petticoats was mutiny of the w^orst

type. He then sent them below for

their clothing. They were gone such

a long time that it was palpable to the

meanest intellect that they did not in-

tend to bring them. Meantime the

harbor widened out before him.

There were two or three people on

the quay as the Sarah Jane came
within hailing distance. By the time

she had passed the lantern at the end

of it there were two or three dozen and

the numbers were steadily increasing

at the rate of three persons for every

^we yards she made. Kind-hearted,

humane men, anxious that their friends

should not lose so great and cheap a

treat, bribed small and reluctant boys

with pennies to go in search of them,

and by the time the schooner reached

her berth a large proportion of the
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population of the port was looking

over each other's shoulders and shout-

ing foolish and hilarious inquiries to

the skipper. The news reached the

owner, and he came hurrying down to

the ship just as the skipper, regardless

of the heated remonstrances of the

sightseers, was preparing to go below.

Mr. Pearson was a stout man, and he

came down exploding with wrath.

Then he saw the apparition, and mirth

overcame him. It became necessary

for three stout fellows to act as but-

tresses, and the more indignant the

skipper looked the harder their work

became. Finally he was assisted, in

a weak state, and laughing hysterically,

to the deck of the schooner, where he

followed the skipper below, and, In a

voice broken with emotion, demanded

an explanation.

'' It's the finest sight I ever saw in

my life, Bross," he said, when the other

had finished. '' I wouldn't have missed

it for anything. I've been feeling very
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low this last week, and it's done me
good. Don't talk nonsense about leav-

ing the ship. I wouldn't lose you for

anything after this, but if you like to

try a fresh mate and crew you can

please yourself. If you'll only come up

to the house and let Mrs. Pearson see

you—she's been ailing— I'll give you a

couple of pounds. Now, get your bon-

net and come."



THE VOICE OF THE MOUNTAIN.

By Stephen Crane.

The old man Popocatepetl was seated

on a high rock with his white mantle

about his shoulders. He looked at the

sky, he looked at the sea, he looked at

the land—nowhere could he see any

food. And he was very hungry, too.

Who can understand the agony of a

creature whose stomach is as large as a

thousand churches, when this same

stomach Is as empty as a broken water

jar ?

He looked longingly at some Islands

In the sea. "Ah, those flat cakes! If

I had them." He stared at storm-clouds

In the sky. '' Ah, what a drink Is there."

But the King of Everything, you know,

had forbidden the old man Popocatepetl
Copyright, 1895, by Bacheller, Johnson & Bacheller.
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to move at all because he feared that

every footprint would make a great

hole in the land. So the old fellow

was obliged to sit still and wait for

his food to come within reach. Any-

one who has tried this plan knows

what intervals lie between meals.

Once his friend, the little eagle, flew

near and Popocatepetl called to him.
*' Ho, tiny bird, come and consider with

me as to how I shall be fed."

The little eagle came and spread his

legs apart and considered manfully,

but he could do nothing with the situa-

tion. **You see," he said, "this is

no ordinary hunger which one goat

will suffice
"

Popocatepetl groaned an assent.

**—but it is an enormous affair,"

continued the little eagle, "which

requires something like a dozen stars.

I don't see what can be done unless we

get that little creature of the earth

—

that little animal with two arms, two

legs, one head and a very brave air, to
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invent something. He Is said to be

very wise.

*'Who claims it for him?" asked

Popocatepetl.
'' He claims it for himself," responded

the eagle.

''Well, summon him ! Let us see !

He is doubtless a kind little animal

and when he sees my distress he will

invent something."

''Good!" The eagle flew until he

discovered one of these small creatures.

" Oh, tln}^ animal, the great chief

Popocatepetl summons you !

"

" Does he Indeed ?
"

" Popocatepetl, the great chief," said

the eagle again, thinking that the little

animal had not heard rightly.

" Well, and why does he summon
me?"

" Because he is in distress and he

needs your assistance."

The little animal reflected for a time

and then said :
" I will go."

When Popocatepetl perceived the
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little animal and the eagle he stretched

forth his great solemn arms. '' Oh,

blessed little animal with two arms, two

legs, a head, and a very brave air, help

me in my agony. Behold, I, Popocate-

petl, who saw the King of Everything

fashioninor the stars, I, who knew the

sun in his childhood, I, Popocatepetl,

appeal to you, little animal. I am
hungry."

After a while the little animal asked :

*' How much will you pay ?
"

'' Pay ? " said Popocatepetl.

^* Pay ?
" said the eagle.

''Assuredly," quoth the little animal.

'' * Pay '
!

"

''But," demanded Popocatepetl, "were

you never hungry? I tell you I am
hungry and is your first word then

' pay ' ?
"

The little animal turned coldly away.
" Oh, Popocatepetl, how much wisdom
has flown past you since you saw the

King of Everything fashioning the

stars and since you knew the sun in his
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childhood? I said 'pay' and more-

over your distress measures my price.

It is our law. Yet it is true that we
did not see the King of Everything
fashioning the stars. Nor did we know
the sun in his childhood."

Then did Popocatepetl roar and
shake in his rage. " Oh, louse—louse

—louse ! Let us bargain then ! How
much for your blood?" Over the

head of the little animal hung death.

But he instantly bowed himself and

prayed :
*' Popocatepetl, the great,

you who saw the King of Everything

fashioning the stars and who knew the

sun in his childhood, forgive this poor

little animal. Your sacred hunger shall

be my care. I am your servant."

'* It is well," said Popocatepetl at

once, for his spirit was ever kindly.

** And now what will you do ?
"

The little animal put his hand upon

his chin and reflected. '* Well, it

seems you are hungry and the King of

Everything has forbidden you to go
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for food in fear that your monstrous

feet will riddle the earth with holes.

What you need is a pair of wings."

''A pair of wings!" cried Popocate-

petl delightedly.

'' A pair of wings," screamed the

eagle in joy.

'* How very simple, after all !

"

'' And yet how wise !

"

*' But," said Popocatepetl, after the

first outburst, '* who can make me these

wings ?

"

The little animal replied :
'' I and

my kind are great, because at times we
can make one mind control a hundred

thousand bodies. This is the secret of

our performances. It will be nothing

for us to make wings for even you,

great Popocatepetl. I and my kind

will come "—continued the crafty little

animal—"we will come and dwell on

this beautiful plain that stretches from

the sea to the sea and we will make
wings for you."

Popocatepetl wished to embrace the
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little animal. '' Oh, glorious ! Oh,

best of little brutes ? Run ! run ! run !

Summon your kind, dwell in the plain

and make me wings. Ah, when once

Popocatepetl can soar on his wings

from star to star, then indeed
"

Poor old stupid Popocatepetl ! The
little animal summoned his kind, they

dwelt on the plains, they made this

and they made that, but they made no

wings for Popocatapetl.

And sometimes when the thunderous

voice of the old peak rolls and rolls, if

you know that tongue, you can hear

him say :
*' Oh, traitor ! Traitor !

Traitor ! Where are my wings ? My
wings, traitor ! I am hungry ! Where
are my wings ?

"

But this little animal merely places

his finorer beside his nose and winks.

" Your wings, indeed, fool ! Sit still

and howl for them ! Old idiot !"



YE GHOSTE
OF YE OLDE BOvVERlE ROADE.

By Percie W. Hart.

More than two centuries agone,

when old Petrus Stuyvesant and his

silver-banded wooden leg rided the

destinies of New Amsterdam, there

was a well-known place of refreshment

in that colonial town, known by the

worthy burghers as the Wursthaus.

It stood upon the east side of the Old

Post or Bowerie Road, not far from

the present point of junction with

Division Street.

The then suburban location of the

Wursthaus made it and its jovial host

—Hans von Schneist—well known and

patronized by the townsmen and their

families, and on almost any summer
Copyright, 1895, by Bacheller, Johnson & Bacheller,
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evening a full score or more would be

seen sitting around the three-legged

tables, set out under stately poplar-

trees, quaffing rich home-brewed ale

from quaintly shaped pewter mugs.

And even on blustrous winter nights,

when the wind swept the snow in cir-

cling wreaths, and the belated wayfarer

had much ado to keep his footing, the

ruddy lights and sound of voices within

denoted the popularity of the good

cheer of old Hans von Schneist.

But a change came o'er the smiling

features and jocund laugh of the host

of the Wursthaus when his only son

was proclaimed an outlaw. Some boy-

ish indiscretion of speech had been

magnified by the hearers, and coming

to the ears of the suspicious old Direc-

tor-General, had resulted in the decree.

Young Hans had received timely warn-

ing, however, and was supposed to

have reached the Swedish colony in

safety.

But strange to relate, the old couple
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took their bereavement quite placidly,

and in a few weeks, old Hans was

almost as smiling as ever, and his

vrouw spun the flax as steadily as when
she had three to provide clothing for,

instead of two.

And so several months passed away,

and one evening young Jacob Twiller

related the following weird adventure

to the wondering crowd, gathered

round the central table in the Wurst-

haus garden.
*' I was eel-spearing in the Fresh-

water Pond last evening, and by the

time the moon was overhead had filled

my creel. Well satisfied with my suc-

cess, and loaded down with spear, oars

and creel, I started to walk home. I

had but passed the VVursthaus, when
just ahead of me I spied a tall figure,

wrapped in a long gray cloak. Think-

ing that no one except the watch could

be abroad at that hour of the night,

except with some evil purpose in view,

I suited my pace to his, meaning to let
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him precede me towards the city wall.

But, scarce had we progressed in this

manner for a few hundred yards or so,

when the figure turned, and holding

its arms aloft, made menacing gestures

as if forbidding me to approach.
** Overburdened with my fishing

traps, I felt powerless, and so knelt on

the ground so as to more easily remove

the strap of the creel from off my
shoulders. But as I kneeled—the

ghost—for such it surely was—had

vanished from sight, and tho' T hunted

well about, I could find no trace, except

mayhap a smoke, smelling strongly of

sulphur, which I breathed in my nos-

trils, as I came near to that part of the

ground from which he had vanished."

Nothing could shake the valiant

Jacob's circumstantial details of the

encounter, and tho' the town cynic

sneered, the group gathered closer to-

gether around the central table and

made haste home in orood season.

Within a week Roelof Jans, the pop-
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ular butt and scapegrace, added still

more to the mysterious tale of his pred-

ecessor. While agreeing with Jacob

in the general appearance of the gray-

cloaked figure, he furnished additional

details, by which it would seem that a

long barbed tail was a feature in the

phantom, and that it walked amidst

belching clouds of smoke.

Here then came the climax. Adam
Roelandsen stated to the captain of the

watch that he had encountered the

gray-cloaked phantom—that it came

out from the Wursthaus, but hastily

turned and re-entered the door, e'er he

could summon up courage to advance

or retreat.

Here was a pretty condition of af-

fairs ! The habitues of old Hans von

Schneist's place quaked In their very

shoes at the bare supposition that they

had been drinking the brewings of one

who was seemingly In league with the

evil one. What more plausible than

that their host was an aoent, to orradu-
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ally destroy their integrity, and lead

them slowly but steadily to eternal

damnation.

And so it came to pass that the stout

old captain of the watch, at the head of

his little squad, came to investigate the

Wursthaus. It was the middle of the

working day (nine o'clock in the morn-

ing) in those early rising and retiring

times, when the concourse of citizens

and soldiers was descried by old Hans,

coming along the Bowerie Road.

For some reason, however, old Hans
did not come out to the door, to view

this novel appearance ; and when the

captain of the watch entered the big

tap-room, he found mine host tighten-

ing the hoops on an enormous butt

that stood in the darkest corner. The
crowd of sightseers, at first fearful of

forked tongues of flame and other

chronicled attributes of the evil one,

were timorous of entering the house.

But gathering courage from the as-

sembled military and particularly xm-
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pressed by the gallant bearing of the

commandant, they gradually inched

forward until very soon almost every

available space was occupied.

" Good-morning, Herr Von Schneist,"

spake the captain.

" Good-morning to you, Herr Cap-

tain, and to you, soldiers and fellow

citizens," answered the sturdy old tav-

ern-keeper. *' What means this array ?

Am I accused of treason or are you

merely come to test the malt in my
brewing ?"

'* It is neither of false brewing or of

treason you are accused, Herr Von
Schneist, nor yet of anything coming

within the civil or military law. Some
there be who say that you are in league

with the evil one. Step forward, Adam
Roelandsen, and tell your tale again, so

that this worthy man will know our

business."

Then came shambling forward the

pedagogue who, with many pauses and

apologetic utterances, spoke as follows :
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'' You all have heard, and some few

have seen, the gray-cloaked figure that

walks the Bowerie Road at nio-ht time.

Some there are who say it hath a tail

like unto the evil one, and divers

others aver that it is surrounded by

clouds of rolling brimstone smoke—

"

*' Your tale, Master Schoolmaster,"

spoke the bluff soldier, '*your tale."

*' Why, of course," answered he.

** I come to it, but every subject re-

quires an introduction. I spent last

evening with John Verlocht up at his

gristmill the other side of Corlear's

Hook, teaching and explaining to him

the new method of multiplication. We
had scarce half a score mugs of ale, and

my head was clear as a bell, when I saw

a gray-cloaked figure hastily enter the

door of the Wursthaus."
** You will agree, Herr Von Schneist,

that it is my bounden duty to search

your premises," quoth the captain.

** Assuredly, Herr Captain," he re-

plied ;
** but before you begin I will
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serve you and your men with some of

my new ale." Without giving them

time to answer, he bustled towards the

big butt in the dark corner, and

straightway dispensed a generous

measure of the beverage to them.

Not having such high opinions of the

power of His Satanic Majesty as the

citizens, they quaffed it down—but

pronounced it stale and flat.

Then began a scene of turmoil and

confusion, enough to, make the vrouw's

heart break with anguish. But tho'

the iron-bound linen chest was turned

upside down, and emptied of its con-

tents in an unseemly manner, and tho'

closets were upturned, beds overthrown,

and the whole house pulled out at

corners, she never murmured or com-

plained.

But nothing was found, and tho'

the tap-room was lightly passed over,

there was no place in it that a man
could hide—except possibly the big

butt in the dark corner. That, how-
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ever, was full of ale—for had they not

drank some of it ?

And so the watch marched away

empty handed, and left to the host and

his vrouw the task of putting things to

rights.

The gray-cloaked demon was seen

several times thereafter, but no con-

certed attempt was made to follow it

up. About two months from the time

of the fruitless search, the few faithful

adherents of the Wursthaus noted that

both Hans and his wife wor^ very grave

faces. In a few days they announced

that a young traveler from Boston was

dangerously ill in the darkened bed-

room upstairs, and the Dutch physician

—who had but just arrived from

Holland—was sent for. He came

again and again, and the faces of the

worthy couple showed a deep sympathy

for the youthful guest. Finally the

doctor came in the middle of the night

and staid till morning—but the soul of

his patient fled before the dawn.
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Heavy grief o'erhung the Von
Schnelst household, and the Wursthaus

was closed till after the funeral. Even
then old Hans showed a settled grief

in his altered demeanor.

Observant neiohbors noted that the

big butt in the corner was never used

after the soldiers drank from it, and

when a few months had sped, and com-

parisons came to be made, it was found

that the gray-cloaked phantom had

never been seen since the young

stranofer was taken sick. It was also

commented upon, that no one came

from Boston to inquire about him.

But there was a many who believed till

their dying day that it was a genuine

ghost that had been seen by Jacob

Twiller et al, gliding along the old

Bowerie Road.
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The differences between Colonel Richard
Henry Savage and his publisher, F. T. Neely,

with the accompanying washing of soiled linen,

are greatly to be regretted.

Troubles of this sort between American pub-

lishers and authors are fortunately of extremely

rare occurrence.

As a rule, publishers and authors in this coun-

try become not only co-workers but friends.

^ * # #

The burning question which now agitates Brit-

ish literary circles is whether the late Robert
Louis Stevenson is to have a memorial in his

native city of Edinburgh.
Lord Rosebery has been active and enthusi-

astic in aid of the project; but he has been
fiercely opposed by Mr. Robert Wallace, M. P.,

who writes :

—

" Stevenson was not an original or stupendous
genius, but he was undoubtedly a perfect stylist.

But he did one thing which no Scotsman, and for

that matter, no true critic can ever forgive him.

He published and republished a mean, Pharisai-

cal, gratuitous, and utterly inaccurate attack on
the memory and character of Burns, a man
worth a hundred of him."

Mr. Wallace goes farther, and attacks the

154
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memory of the dead novelist by referring to him
as "essentially a middle-class prig, the most con-

temptible section of existing hnmanit}^, but to

which some of the loudest admirers of Stevenson
belong."

Andrew Lang has now taken up the cudgels in

Stevenson's behalf, and we cannot help wishing

power to his arm.
W TV tP tP

James Knapp Reeve's story, " Vawder's Un-
derstudy," though of strong American flavor,

seems to be attracting some attention in Great
Britain. The London representative of the New
York publishers has been compelled to cable for

a third supply of the book, although it has been
published but a brief time.

The book is the latest volume in the Twentieth
Century Series, in which not a single venture has

thus far failed to score a success.

^ ^ ^ ^

A New York journalist, who has recently re-

turned from an unsuccessful attempt to interview

the Pope, says that the latter has given strict

orders to his secretary that the subject of an in-

terview shall never be mentioned to him agai'n.

The last interview which he gave to any news-
paper writer was to James Creelman, who made
such a reputation as a war correspondent at

Porte Arthur. Creelman's interview, although
its accuracy was never questioned, w^as the cause
of a good deal of unfavorable criticism of the

Pope's views. Hence the boycott of newspaper
correspondents.

^ T? TV T?

Alfred Henry Lewis {Dan Quin) has long been
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prominently before the readers of newspapers as

one of the cleverest and most fearless of politi-

cal correspondents, as well as one of the brightest

writers of humorous sketches of western life. His
first book is to be published during the spring of

1897, and is to be called '' Wolfville." While
this town may not be found on the maps of Cow-
boy-land, it is nevertheless likely to become his-

toric as the result of Dan Quin's chronicles.

^ * ^ ^

Edward W. Townsend, who is the author of
*' Chimmie Fadden," still reports on the Evening
Sun^ notwithstanding the success of his novels.

When Li Hung Chang was here, it was one of

Mr. Tovvnsend's duties to interview him. Julian

Hawthorne was another novelist who was present

at the interview as a reporter.

Tp T? TV ^

Many amusing incidents happened in connec-
tion with Li's sojourn here which never got into

print. When he visited the Merchants' Club, an
enterprising reporter in a carriage managed to

get in the line and was escorted in state to the

Club by the cavalry. There the General in

charge discovered him and promptly ordered him
out of the line. Dr. Depew, who was late at

the reception, came along just then, and the

reporter asked him if he would not like to ride

with him through Chinatown with Li's suite.

Accepting the invitation, the genial doctor was
promptly seated in the reporter's carriage. Then
the enterprising newspaper man interviewed the

General, and insisted upon his carriage being
allowed to go with Li's suite, as Dr. Depew was
his guest. And it went ! The doctor was
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greeted with great enthusiasm by the "Boweryites
"

and attracted more attention even than Li,

American literary critics for once agree wholly

with their British brethren. Crockett's " Sweet-

heart Travellers " has been received with open
arms by all knights of the quill in this country
and as a result a second edition is already made
necessary.

# :^ ^ *

"The Damnation of Tberon Ware" has had
so large a sale that a new edition of 3,000 copies

has just been printed, and the publishers have
already received orders for nearly the whole
edition. It is an interesting fact that the MS. of

this novel was accepted by a well-known publish-

ing house, who made an advance payment on it.

Then Mr. Frederic changed his mind and de-

cided to have the book brought out by Messrs.

Stone & Kimball, who got the MS. from the

publishers who held it. This cannot be a very

pleasant memory for the latter, in view of the

book's success.

# # * #

" The Sacrifice of Fools " is a title which gives

a fillip to one's curiosity. It has been given to a

forthcoming novel by R. Manifold Craig, which
is to be published in this country early in 1897.

It is said to be a virile work, with some of its

scenes placed in the midst of an Indian jungle.

Part of the plot is connected with the ape wor-
ship of certain of the jungle dwellers.

# * * #
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The tobacconists in Great Britain have de-

cided to refuse supplies of their wares to any
dealer who " cuts prices."

It seems that the discount system has been
raging in the tobacco trade as well as in the book
trade, and a bookseller asks, " Can we not learn

the lesson, and put it in practice, that by taking a

firm, united step, life will be made easier, busi-

ness more pleasant, and trade more profitable ?

Are w^e to be beaten continually, and our trade

and race decline ? If the tobacconists can re-

strict underselling, why cannot the publishers,

with a far smaller trade, and with fewer retailers

to deal with ?

'

# # # *

Paul Lawrence Dunbar, the negro poet, turned

the tables on the editor of a well-known maga-
zine in a rather neat manner recently. The
editor had requested Mr. Dunbar to recite some
of his verses, and called in the members of the

working staff of the magazine to listen. Mr.
Dunbar asked permission to read first of all a

poem which he had sent to the selfsame editor a

year previously, and which had been rejected.

Messrs. Dodd, Mead & Company are Mr. Dun-
bar's publishers.

^ ^ ^ TV
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Silesia

or NUBIAN Linings of any kind, for

Waist or Skirt, are Fast Black and

Will Not Crock.

Positively unchangeable and of superior

quality. Nothing else so fully satisfies

the highest requirements. Inexpensive

enough for any dress.

It is not enough to ask for " Fast Black " dress

linings, because many such that retain their color

may crock the underclothing or discolor by

perspiration.
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ONE DAY^S COURTSHIP
By ROBERT BARR

Author of ^^ A Wo/nan Intervenes" '^ In the Midst of Alarms^''
" The Face ajtd the Alask,''' etc.

An interesting: romance, sparkling: with Mr. Barr's

peculiar humor. Mr. Barr, in the last few years, has

won a place as one of the leading: American novelists,

'*A new story by Robert Barr/' says the Boston

Advertiser, ^Ms always eag:erly welcomed by novel

readers.'^

He has seen much of life and has the g:ift of insight.

He is a genuine cosmopolite, and his books have the

genuine cosmopolitan flavor.

THE FOLLOWING IS AN ESTIMATE OF HIS WORK BY A LEADING

ENGLISH CRITIC:

—

" Of the great novels that shall be written before the century's end

Barr will cmtribute his share. His work is always alive, and of such,

aitdsuch only, is the kingdom of books xvhich endure.

" The man's fiction possesses qualities of masculine strength, womanly

purity, boyish freshness and ripe, all-pervading humor that command

attention and compel admiration,for his combination of gifts is unique

and his use of them not less than masterly:'—'' The Ludgate," Lon-

don, Eng.

i6 mo, basket cloth, with frontispiece. Stamped with, a

dainty tulip design in silver and red ink, 75 cents.
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For Sale by all Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid by

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York.
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Pocket Magazine Premiums*

PACH person sending us a new subscription^ for The Pocket Magazine before Feb. i,

1897, will receive gratis any ONE ot the

following books: «^ e^ «^ «^

The Golden Age of Patents.

The Comic Military Alphabet.
Covers.

Bismarck Intime. Paper CoverSo
Man's Friend the Dog.

Paper

By THOMAS J. MURREY.

In Paper Covers.

Fifty Soups.
Fifty Salads.
Breakfast Dainties,
Puddings and Dainty Desserts.

Cookery for Invalids.

Oysters and Fish.

Cookery with a Chafing Dish.

By BERKELEY.
Dominoes.

Bezique.
_

Reversi.
Two-move Chess Problems.

MANUALS OF SPORTS.

Athletics.
Boxing.

Canoeing.
Cricket.

Riding for Ladies.
Rowing.

Sailing.

Skating.
Wrestling,

To secure either of these premiums the form printed

on the 7th advertising page of this number MUST
be filled in and sent to a^ with remittance of one

dollar*

If full descriptions are desired, our complete catalogue

will be sent, on receipt of ten cents, to any address.

FREDEEUCK Ac STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 and 29, West 23d Street, New Yorlu
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WHAT IS SAID OF US.

New York World.
" Book-lovers will be glad to have a perfect

file of it, and to them this word in season is

spoken."

New York JoumaL
" ' The Focket Magazine' is tnore than anybody

ought to get for lo cents. . . . The Literary

Flotsam and Jetsam is captivatingly handled''

Boston Globe*
•' Unique for hurried reading at all times and

in all places. As its title implies, it can be car-

ried extra when one believes he can carry noth-

ing more,"

Democrat, Topeka, Kansas*
" For the railway traveler^ who wants, not a

trashy romance^ but good literature in portable

form^ * The Pocket Magazine ' isjust the thingy

New York Recorder*

"This big-typed unpictured magazine is

gaining favor rapidly."

Chicagfo Record*
" This magazine holds a uniqueposition. Among

its contributors are the best-known literary ??ien and

women of the day.
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One,

Dictionary Holder, Book-rest and Writing

. . . Table combined. . . .

HOLLOWAY READING STAND.
Holds books in any position for restful reading—sittingf

or lying down* Side racks for books and magazines*

Place for Lamp* J' J' J' J' J'J'J'J'J'J>J>J'

Century

Dictionary

Case

For holding J' -J' J>

THE CENTURY DICTIONARY.
Any volume instantly consulted without lifting. Saves wear of the

bindings and greatly increases usefulness of the Dictionary. Lower
shelf for holding other books* ^^^^^^^^^

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

Address, FREDERICK A* STOKES COMPANY,
27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York*
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r Lj^kin soaps
and a

^^ Chautauqua
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Reclining Easy

Chair or Desk

ON THIRTY DAYS'
TRIAL.

CASE CONTAINS . . .

loo Bars Sweet Home Soap.
9 Packages Boraxine.
ID Bars White Woolen Soap.
i8 Cakes Finest Toilet Soaps.

Perfumes, Cold Cream, Tooth
Powder, Shaving Soap.

If changes in contents desired, write.

The Soaps at retail would cost $ 1 O.OO From Factory
Either Premium is worth . $1 O.OO ^„^^^„ $ "i H
Both if at retail .... $20.00 BOTHM^A^*

AND ON THIRTY
DAYS' TRIAL. IF
SATISFIED, YOU
REMIT $io.oo; IF
DISAPPOINTED,
HOLD GOODS
SUBJECT TO OUR
ORDER.

The Larkin

Soap Mfg. Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Our offer explained more fully in The Pocket Magazine, Apr.-May, 1896.

XoTE.—The combination offer of the Larkin Soap Jlanufacturinp Co., although v -

usually generous, is genuine. From personal inspection of factory and experience witli
their goods and premiums we know that they are all that is claimed for them and can
heartily recommend them.— T/ie Christian Work.
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Vawder's Understudy*
By JAMES KNAPP REEVE,

the well known contributor to Harper's Weekly, The
Independent^ and other leading periodicals.

Mr, Meeve calls this hooU, his first novels v*/
*^ A study in platonic affectionj' "^

The leading characters are a prominent dramatic author

and a charming and accomplished woman of the world whom
he induces to act as his assistant in acting out the play

which he is writing—he as a husband who forms a platonic

affection for the wife of a friend, and she as this friend's wife.

The idea is that by actually living out the story of the play

he can make his work more natural, true and dramatic.

The developments are what might be expected
under the circumstances^ as the dramatic author
and his understudy fall deeply in love with each
other. The story ends happily, however, and, in a
most striking manner.
Other leading characters are prominent actors and actresses

in New York, together with literary people, etc. One of the

most interesting scenes in the book is enacted in the Great

Desert of Arizona.

With four full-page illustrations by

MISS LOUISE U HEUSTIS, S

J6nio«, colored buckram, tastefully stamped with silver,

silver top, 75 cents.

For Sale hy all Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid hy

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York,
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THE HERB MOON j

By JOHN OLIVER HOBBES
(/l/A'^\ CRAIGIE)

Author of " The Gods, Some Mortals and Lord Wickeiiham,'' " Sovii

Emotions and a Moral."" etc.

A new book by this

popular author^ in a some-

what different style from

that of any of her works

previously published*

An interesting; love- «^

story, abounding; in wit,

and containing; one most

amusing; character who is

made the medium of the

expression of much g;ood

sense and excellent philos-

phy couched in rustic »^

Iang;uag;e* ^ J> .^ Ji' ^
Mr. George W. Smalley, the famous correspondent of

the London Times^ says of Mrs. Craigie:—

" Mrs. Craigie has taken a place amon^ the novelists of the day. It

is a high place and a place apart. Her method is her ozujt, and she

stands not exactly on the threshold of a good career, but already ivithi7i

the temple of fame.''''

i6nio, Buckram, tastefully stamped with gold, $1.25.
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For Sale hy all Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid by

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY, Publishers, /

27 and 29, West 23d Street, New York.



An Old and^-iiL

Well-Tried Remedy
FOR CHILDREN

WHILE CUTTING THEIR TEETH

has been used for over FIFTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN WHILE TEETHING with PERFECT
SUCCESS. IT SOOTHES the CHILD,
SOFTENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN

;

CURES WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy
for DIARRHOEA. Sold by Druggists in every

part of the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs.
Winslo^ji^'s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

5u;epty-fiue Qeijts a Bottle.
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The White Shield.

By BERTRAM MITFORD.

An exciting and interesting story of South Africa by one of

the most promising of the younger English writers. Full of

stirring incidents that do not give the reader's interest a

chance to flag.

*^The White Shield" cannot fail to please

all lovers of romantic literature. -;-

With numerous full page illustrations by

DAVID B, KEELER,

i2mo. Cloth, tastefully stamped with white and silver, $1.25.

^ ^ ^

For Sale by all Booksellers, or Sent Postpaid by

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY, Publishers,

27 and 29^ West 23rd Street, New York.
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THE WHITE SHIELD
A Tale of South Africa

By BERTRAM MITFORD.

'GREETING, CHIEF OF THE BLUE CATTLE !"—-/'a^<r 84.



*A word to the wise is sufficient,"

Is a maxim we've frequently heard
; jVtfe

And now what we want is a maxim "^

To tell us just what is that word,

—Philadelphia Record.

Well, the word is only a short one,

And its meaning is far from obscure
;

^^ It enjoins all dutiful fathers,

While they still have good health, to Insure.

—Penn Mutual Life,

All varieties of sound insurance may be had of the

PENN MUTUAL LIFE.
HOME OFFICE:

02 1 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA.

OPIUM ox MORPHINE HfiBIT

PAINLESS OPIUM ANTIDOTE
ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE REMEDY.

Discovered in 1868. "THERIAKI" Book Free.

fr^;:^^'""'"^'^' , CHICAGO* ILL.

fester's Mbist tactics.

The arrangement and presentation of the subject is quite original, and entirelT
different from that pursued in any other work on Whist, and the publishers a»
confident that it will be recognized as the most comprehensive work ever writtea
on the game. The book is very handsomely printed.

Square z^mo, stamped with a hand of cards in red ink and silver^ gilt
•dges, $1.25.

For sale by all booksellers, or sent postpaid. Send for Catalogue.

TREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY, 27 &. 29, West 23d St., New York

ii^^V.^^H« Its CARE, ga^ and TREAT^H ^^1 DISEASES, ^0 320 pgs.. 11

Hair.
and TREATMENT, by De. Lionaed,

116 cuts, postpaid, $1.00;

cloth, f1.50. Circular free,

'l
Gives self-treatment for

Hair, Scaip and Beard
Diseases. The Illustkatko
Mkdical Joubnal Co., Pub-
lishers, Dmkqit, Mich.
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DOBHNS'
rLUA 1 UNCj Floating Soap Made

BORAX ^^*^^'"«^

^.^ A ir^ Borax

SOAP
It will not turn brown and rancid with age, like some other welS*

known floating soaps, because it is

^ 100 PER CENT. PURE j6

snd because the borax bleaches it with age. The older it is the

whiter it becomes.

OiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii^

I TXTE take pride in submitting the following cer- |
I tificate from the leading chemists in Phila- |

I delphia

:

|

i "We have analyzed the sample of Dobbins'^ Floating i
i Borax Soap received from you, and find it contains fully 5 |
§ per cent, of borax, and nothing injurious for use in bath, =

I toilet, or laundry. We therefore certify to its purity, as f.

% we find it free from adulteration." h

I
(Signed) BOOTH, GARRETT & BLAIR,

|
= Analytical Chemists, Philadelphia. |

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT

Try a bar and you will buy it by the box. Price same as for ixdt^XM

brands. Put up in two sizes, one for laundry

and a smaller size.

None genuine unless in wrappers printed In red ink*

Dobbins Soap Manufacturing Co.
•^ Philadelphia, Pa« J»
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Sweetheart Travellers,
BY S. R. CROCKETT.



"A child's book for children, for

women and for men."

By S.

Minister."

R. CROCKETT,
"The Raiders," '

author of the- "The Sticklt

The Lilac Sunbonnet," etc.

This book shoitld be the most popular book for yotmg
people of the coming- season.

With numerous illustrations by Gordon Browne and W. H.
Groome.

•'// is impossible to do justice in a brief notice to its inde*

scribable charm.''— Weekly Stm, London, E?tg,

•' It is the rarest of all rarities and veritably 'A Child's

Book for Children,' as well as for women and men. It is

seldom, indeed, that the re\newer has the opportunity of be-

stowing unstinted praise with the feeling that the laudation is,

nevertheless, inadequate."

—

London Times.

' Sweetheart Tr,avellers is a book to be bought and
\lingered over. There is a charm of one description or

another all the way through its pages, whether it be deal-

ing with a walk in 7nid-winter, a cycle tour in spring or

autumn, or some home and foreign references to the vag-
aries and sayings of Mr. Crockett's little companion."—
^^don Literary World.

'-«-«4to., clotb, -with a deslen ia colored inks, - $1.50.
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